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CALLED FOR ARMY SERVICE

PROGRESS AND PINCHING

DISAPPOINTED FANS
Every season which finds the State College Series
deadlocked on baseball or football there is an expression of
universal regret that no provision ls made for a play-off.
There are doubtless good reasons, otherwise the thing would
be done, but why lt ls not Just as feasible to have a play-off
as it ls for teams to play Inconsequential games after the
State Series closes Is not quite clear to the writer. A deciding
game would leave treasuries ln a flooded condition, and would
settle a whole lot of arguments which must otherwise be left
to the Stovepipe League.
TOO GOOD FOR THEM

Dog meat for human consumption has been legalized in
"Oreater Oermany” (whatever that Implies), and horse meat
ls found on the menu of all restaurants. This ls conslderably
better than some Oermans deserve It may be assumed that
Hitler will ration out a few mongrels for the constituents of
those lesser dictators—Stalin and Mussolini.
FARMERS NEEDED RAIN
There has been considerable tendency to flnd fault with
the weather this week, but criticism is mere apt to come from
those who have not been gazing into dry wells, or hauling
water from a long distance. There are quite a few things to
be considered when we fall to discussing the weather.

BARKING DOGS NEVER BITE
Italy ls yelping against Switzerland now. Well, that
country is small enough to make attack safe —Press Herald
Dunno about that. Look at Greece.

HAS EVERYBODY GUESSING
What did Hitler and Stalin have to say to each other, and
what conclusion did they reach. Diplomats, editors and
radio commentators are all at sea on the subject. Here is
how the Boston Globe sized it up;
If the reports on discussions between Germany and Russia
are substantially correct they indicate a victory for Josef
Stalin over Adolf Hitler for they suggest that the astute
Soviet dictator has agreed to nothing which alters ln any sub
stantial manner the general status of affairs military either In
the Balkans or the Near East
Evidently the minor quarrel occasioned by Russian seizure
of Bessarabia and German Invasion of Rumania has been set
in train of adjustment; and the problems of the Danube, inci
dental to the latter move, are being regulated. But Russia
does not enter the war, and Turkey finds herself in much the
6ame position she occupied ten days ago. Russia is commis
sioned to Induce her to Join the German "New Order," if
possible. Hitler's drive to the Near East remains in abey
ance. If Russia wants to go to war with Britain over Persia
or India she ls blessed by Hitler If and when the British
Empire is "liquidated" Russia ls promised a share 8he ls also
accorded "living room"—in Asia where she already enjoys it.
And the reconciliation of her differences with Japan is ad
mittedly “unfinished business.”
In other words, Stalin will continue hls policy of watch
ful waiting, but ls under no immediate compulsion of rolling
his armies into action. Japan is left up ln the air. And Italy,
whose Duce boycotted the meeting, ls dramatically ignored.

ELKS LADIES’ NIGHT

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 20
This is the second in the winter series
of Ladies' Nights (two each month)
for members of the Elks Club and
their friends.

* WUI

Michael Arico
John Raymond Moulaison
Two Rockland draftees, who will be the first from Knox County to go to
the induction center in Bangor

DRAGGED EIGHT HUNDRED FEET
Charles Fraser of Ash Point Frightfully
Mangled By Hit and Run Car
Charles Frazer, 62. of Ash Point broadcast for a car with a damaged
was instantly killed by a hit and I front end was made. Captain Or
run driver at a point on the New (ville Williams of the Knox County
Sheriff's Patrol and Deputy Sher
County Road opposite the Co-op iff Harry D. Phillips handled traf
erative Grain Store about 200 yards fic at the scene of the accident
beyond the Park street railroad and conducted a search for parts
crossing. The body was dragged of the car which might have been
between 800 and 1000 feet to a point broken off in the collision, along
, the roadside.
opposite the Shell filling 8tation on
The City Police, Sheriffs De
Park street before it became dis partment and State Police are
lodged from the car and fell to the conducting a search for the car.
I Frazer is survived by his wife,
side of the road.
William Grafton and Phillip Ed Mrs. Rosie Frazer, a daughter, Mrs
wards of Thomaston reported to Harlan Curtis and a half brother,
the city police at 10 55 that there Fred Williams all of Ash Point.
was a man lying at the side of thq_ | {The medical examiner stated that
road and did not know whether lt there was hardly a whole bone ln
was a drunk or someone that had Frazer's body, so badly had he
been hit by a car. Officer Suke been mangled.
Medical Examiner Weisman's re
forth was sent to investigate by
Deputy Marshal Almon P. Richard port listed the injuries thus: Frac
son and upon arriving on the scene tured skull; multiple lacerations
found that the man was dead and about the head; fractured nose,
badly mangled. Sukeforth called jaw. and most of the ribs on both
an ambulance and Medical Exam sides; internal injuries; fracture of
iner H. J. Weisman, who viewed I left hip; compound fracture of
the body at the Burpee mortuary. right femur; complete severance of
Lee Mason of Rockland, a driver right ear and part of the face; and
of a truck hauling (ram the lime fracture of the spine.
Frazer had attended the boxing
mill at the cement plant stated
match
at the Park Street Arena
that he was on hls way to the plant
from Rockland when he saw Frazer and relatives are at a loss to under
walking in the middle of the road stand why he should have been
and pulled to the side of the road jvalking toward Thomaston.
to avoid hitting him when a car
came from Thomaston toward them, PAY FOR PRIVATES
traveling at a high speed. Mason
National Guardsmen Now In
by this time had passed Frazer but
the Army To Get $30 Instead
had had to slow down to pull his
of $21
truck back into the highway, when
Robert Tilton ran from a lunch
National Guard privates, now in
room on the opposite side of the
road to see what had happened ( Federal service, get a financial
and they discovered tliat Frazer j break under a recent ruling of
had been struck and dragged down (Comptroller General Warren.
the road and found the body lying
Their pay is $30 a month from
close to the ditch where It had slid | the start of their Federal service,
off the car.
not $21 as established by law for
Neither Mason nor Tilton was the first four months of service
able to give any information as to of a new recruit. The Comptroller
what type of car it might have General said guardsmen's nonbeen or the license plates, so fast Federal service was sufficient to
was -ie car traveling.
meet the four months stipulation.
A check of cars ln the garages The ruling was retroactive, some
and parking lots of the city was guardsmen having been inducted
made by Officer Sukeforth and Into Federal sendee before lt was
Henry G. Roper of the State Police. made.
Lieut. Marks of the State Police
Men enlisting in the National
was notified and a radio alarm Guard after serving a previous en
listment in the regulars or National
Guard, also were held to be en
TURKEY-CHICKEN SHOOT titled to the $30 rate upon induc
tion into Federal service, even if
ALL DAY SUNDAY, NOV. 17
Starting at 9 o’rlock
their combined service under the
WINSTON’S FARM
two enlistments totals less than
SOUTH HOPE, ME. ON ROUTE 17 four months.
Hunting Rifles and Shot Guns
137-138
Nilo sells Esso gas ahd oil. 138-130

Special Entertainment. Decorations and Favors
Mrs. Adah Roberts, Chairman
138-139

FIFTH (FINAL) DIVIDEND
FOR THANKSGIVING AND CHRISTMAS—THE

To all creditors of The Rockland National Bank

HELEN “C” ENGLISH PLUM PUDDING

will be paid

AT THE

From Tuesday, Nov. 19, 1940
To Saturday, December 14, 1940

WHAT-NOT SHOP
137-138

Through the offices of The First National Bank
of Rockland

FOR FINNISH RELIEF

Receipts will be mailed to depositors

GALA ENTERTAINMENT AND DANCE

in towns not served by local bus lines

GLOVER HALL, WARREN
SATURDAY NOVEMBER 16

RECEIVER'S CERTIFICATES MUST BE

PRESENTED FOR ENDORSEMENT AND

Musical Program includes—Miss Bertha Luce, violinist; The
Jolly Toilers 4-H Club in dances, etc.; Mrs. Bedell, recitations;
Mrs. Ruth Sanborn and Mrs. Emma Johnson, accompanists; The
Dana Boys of Thomaston and the Georges River Road Orchestra
to supply music for the dance.
i
SPEAKERS—

SURRENDERED UPON RECEIPT OF THIS
FINAL DIVIDEND

Supt. F. L. S. Morse and Rev. Samuel Nevala

Arthur G. Picher, Receiver

The Famous Coffee Bread, Cake and Coffee will be served.
ADMISSION: 30 CENTS TO ALL
Auspices Friends of Finland, Georges River Road

The Rockland National Bank

137*138

PHELPS PLEADS ‘NOT GUILTY”

Volume 95

issutfNumber 138.

The Black Cat

Discharged From Hospital Yesterday
and Arraigned This Morning

[EDITORIAL]
Frank Knox, Secretary of the Navy, ls highly optimistic
over the progress which ls being made toward the construction
of a larger fleet, and declares that this country would not
"appease anyone on earth." No Munich pact for Uncle Sam,
ln other words. He calls for "unparalleled unity In building
natural defense" and hints that the citizens of the United
States must be prepared to make sacrifices during the next
flve years such as they have never before been asked to make.
Navies cost money; likewise Armies, and every other factor in
National Defense. But we fear that if there was not a
National Defense there might be sacrifices such as Poland,
Czecho-Slovakia and other European nations are now making.

THREE CENTS A COPT

Saturday

John B. Phelps was arraigned before Judge Zelma M
Dwinal in Municipal Court today, charged with the slaying
of his 16-year-old step-daughter, Pauline Young, or Alzada
Pauline Young, giving the name in full.
Phelps’ plea was “not guilty,” the only words he spoke
during the brief hearing. He was held without bail for the
February term of Knox County Superior Court, and was
immediately remanded to his cell in the county jail.
The hearing was held in the grand jury room at the
Court House, in the presence of a small group which was
mainly confined to members of the press and court officials.
Phelps, who has been under the care of Medical Ex
aminer H. J. Weisman since he was taken to the hospital
last Saturday, was discharged yesterday afternoon, ap
parently but little worse from his two suicidal attempts—
one by slashing one of his wrists with a razor, and the
other by taking five tablets of bichloride of mercury.
Rumors that mercury tablets were not swallowed by the
respondent are set at rest by Dr. Weisman, who says that
he is not positive as to the number taken, but that the re
sulting symptoms pointed to the use of mercury tablets.
Infection developed a short time after he had been hos
pitalized, but skillful treatment brought prompt recovery.
When Phelps was brought up the basement stairs at the
Court House this morning, by Deputy Sheriff Ernest Gray,
he quickly spotted the battery of camera-men and shielded
his face with both hands. His features were covered with a
stubby growth of beard, he was attired in working clothes,
and his manner was quite subdued.
He was represented at the hearing by Judge of Probate
Harry E. Wilbur, who has been retained for the defense.
The State was represented by County Attorney Jerome C.
Burrows, and Frank A. Tirrell, Jr.
Search for the missing head of the murder victim has
been delayed by the non-arrival of the diver who has been
engaged to comb the harbor bed near Atlantic wharf. Drag
ging by the ordinary methods has proved futile, for the
head has either become embedded in the soft bottom, or
has drifted away from the wharf, where Phelps told Sheriff
Ludwick he had thrown it.
Many doubt that it was thrown overboard at all, but
Sheriff Ludwick intends to maintain a persistent search
there, as Phelps' other statements have proven correct.
The victim of the crime was slain Halloween Day, and
the dismembered body was placed in six bags, five of which
were found.

Rotary’s Message
District Governor Trust
Urges Local Club To
Supreme Effort For
Good Will

THE FINAL DIVIDEND

Creditors of The Rockland
National Bank will receive a
3.73 final dividend beginning
Tuesday, Nov. 19. Liquidation
has been completed, and the
distribution of these checks will
continue through Dec. 14. After
that date all creditors wishing
to participate ln this dividend
will be obliged to communicate
with the Comptroller of the
Currency in Washington, D. C.
Receipt will be mailed to all
depositors ln towns not served
by the local bus lines: Receiv
ers' Certificates must be pre
sented for endorsement.

District Gover
nor Harry Trust of
Bangor addressed
the Rockland Ro
tary Club yester
day on “The Four
Objects of Ro
tary.''
The flrst three were
sketched lightly with special em
phasis saved for the four Objects
of Rotary." The first three were j
sketched lightly with special em clubs are ln serious difficulties. He
urged the local club members to
phasis saved for tlie fourth ln this aid distant clubs ln all ways pos
time of world stress. The die- 1 sible, extending the hand of
trict governor
brought home. friendship as never oefore.
strongly the need at this time for I A letter was read from the dis
redoubled efforts to foster Inter- ; trict governor of Venezuela, say
national goodwill. In many war- j lng kind things of Carl Sonr.tag.
ring nations Rotary Clubs have Rockland Kotarian who recently
been disbanded by law. ano in | spent a considerable period ln toe
others, frowned upon together with South American country. Ot-rge
similar organizations, or else B. Wood was given a rousing wel
hard pressed by war conditions, come back into membership.
Always known as a singing club,
the local men put on an ex'ra
special show for the district governor's r'“esure, under direct or
oi Homer E. Robinson.
Visiting Rotarians were Victor
Elmore, Harry Murray and Alton
1 Lesson per week, S hour
.50 French of Camden and Earle
2 Lessons per week, H hour,
.70
Noyes of Portland.
3 Lessons per week, 'i hour, 1.03
4 Lessons per week, % hour, 1.40
Edwin C. Patterson of 25 Law
5 Lessons per week, 'i hour, 1.75
6 Lessons per week, H hour, 2.00 rence street ls renouncing his busi
ness activities for flve or six weeks
Phone 1026 for appointment or until he recovers from an accident
call at 100 Limerock St., Rockland
which resulted ln the breaking of
a small bone in one of his legs.

MABEL F. LAMB
Teacher of Piano

Coming Thursday at Park Theatre
ON THE STAGE IN PERSON

(By The Roving Reporter)
At the close of yesterday's Ro
tary meeting I had the pleasure of
a chat with the District Governor,
Rev. Harry Trust, who is also presi
dent of Bangor Theological Semi
nary: Dr. Trust's former home
was in England, and he told me
that he attended Sunday School
In London with Rev. J. Edwin
Newton, former pastor of the
Rockland Congregational Church
and hls brother, Harry Newton,
both now located in New Haven,
Conn.
Years elapsed and the
young man came to this country to
study for the ministry. He was
Interested to learn that two young
men by the name of Newton had
been students there, and upon in
vestigation found they were the
Newtons with whom he had attend
ed Sunday School in London. To
make the situation even more coin
cidental the three also graduated
from Bowdoin College.

Dr. Trust told me of attending
the International Rotary Con
ference in Quebec two years ago.
Registering at Hotel Frontenac he
and hls wife were assigned to ex
cellent apartments on the fourth
floor. Before they had an oppor
tunity to become settled, a bell
boy appeared, and told them that
they had been changed to other
quarters. The elevator took them
to the 13th floor where they were
assigned to a suite which bore the
British insignia over the entrance,
and which was most luxuriously
furnished and appointed.
"What is the meaning of this
change?" inquired the District
Oovernor.
The bell-boy didn't know except
that he had been ordered to es
cort the couple to that location.
Later District Governor Trust
learned that they had been as
signed to the Royal Suite which
shortly before had been occupied
by the King and Queen of Eng
land. The hotel manager was a
Rotarian. and nothing was too
good for the man who held the
high office of district governor.
Oovernor Trust's district em
braces most of Maine, Quebec. New
Hampshire and parts of Massa
chusetts—26 clubs in all. Needless
to say the zone is being splendidly
covered.
Recount of votes in the Saltonstall-Dever contest is asked. The
real idea is to find out whether it's
true that some of the Boston votters marked thelr ballots with
knives.—Ed. Pointer in the Boston
Olobe.
Judging from the campaign
broadcasts and the newspaper re
ports somebody always has the
knife out in the Bay State.

East Walpole, Mass., has special
interest for me as it carries on two
pages, portraits of my lifelong
friend George E. Smith (a former
employe of St. Clair & Allen) who
is steadily climbing the ladder
called Success as a department
head ln the big Industrial concern.
The occasion of one of the portraits
was the 25th anniversary of The
Neponset Credit Union of which
Mr. Smith is one of the directors.
The other portrait shows him as
a member of the Unions credit com
mittee.

The Slimmer which fails to bring
George Smith to his old Rockland
home on his annual vacation
loses much of its pleasure for me,
as it is certain to mean an assault
on some popular shore resort and
lots of reminiscing over earlier
Rockland days. George was an
usher and property man at the
old Farwell Opera House and has
furnished me with many inter
esting sidelights as to famous stars
who played there, as well as the
"inside" on some of the arts of
hypnotism practiced there by Prescelle and others.

I don't think I ever met a per
son who had such a marvelous
memory as George Smith. Away
from Rockland many years he can
still recite incidents and anecdotes
which I had long forgotten. And
hls memory for faces is equally
good.
George never comes co
Rockland without looking up
friends of hls youth, paying par
ticular attention to elderly persons
to whom hls visits mean much.
The death of Fred Hewett, for
mer Thomaston boy, which oc
curred In New Britain, Conn., this
week, was a shock to me. for we
were contemporaries during the old
baseball days in Thomaston. He
was a devoted reader of this column
and within a few days had sent
hls regards to me through a mu
tual friend.

According to the Lewiston Jour
nal's State Chat column ditch
diggers found 66 varieties of snakes
under a large rock In the town of
Buckfield the other day. The town
of Buckfield will be ln none of my
future Itineraries.
One year ago: Mayor Edward
R Veazie was re-nominated ln a
harmonious Republican caucus.—
Edwin Edwards, brilliant Bates
College graduate, defended the
present college system ln an ad
dress before the Lions Club—The
Rubinstein Club was guest of the
Schumann Club ln Bangor —Lefor
est A. Thurston was re-elected
president of the Rockland Chamber
of Commerce.—Ralph W. Richards,
formerly of Rockland, died ln Wa
terville —Eugene Rich was re-elect
ed president of the Camden Out
ing Club.

The food-stamp plan is the com
munity equivalent of the housewifes cry. “This stuff is in the
house and it has to be eaten up.—
Ed Pointer in the Boston Olobe.
Rockland, about to have the Plan
The Lions' Ladles’ Night brought
is glad to learn this much about together an assemblage of 88 per
lt. But the prospective beneficiar sons, and was one of the most
ies are all from Missouri.
successful events in the Club's his
tory. The Thorndike Hotel's main
The current issue of the Bird dining hall made an ideal setting,
Neponset Review, a trade paper and the service was warmly com
published by Bird & Son. Inc. ot mended.

Winslow-Holbrook Unit No. 1,
A.L.A. served a roast pork supper
Thursday night to members of the
Plan Is In Formative
Post. Mrs. Ella Hyland as chair
Stage For Social Organi man. her helpers Mrs. Susie Lamb
zation of Those Who
and Mrs. Hazel Haskell.
Mrs.
Anne Alden had charge of dining
Send In the News
room and was assisted by Mrs.
A highly Interesting plan ls rapid Mildred Wallace, Mrs. Delia Day
ly gathering shape In the mind* cf and Mrs. Amelia Kinney.
the many town correspondents and !
former correspondents of this news- j YOUR FAVORITE POEM
paper. The idea revor/es around
If I had my life to Uve again
the formation of a correspondents' would have made a rule to read torn*
poetry and listen to some m,.—
association of some sort to meet least once a week The Iom ot then
at least once annually with a pic tastes la a loee of happinne.—Charles
nic and general friendly get ac Darwin
A LAST PRAYER
quainted session including possibly
entertainment and brief talks.
I Father. I scarcely dare to pray.
So clear I see. now lt le done.
The management of Tlie Courier- That
I have wasted half my day,
Oazette strongly favors the proposi
And left my work but Just begun;
tion because lt recognizes that Its 1 So clear I see that things I thought
Were right or harmless were a aln;
correspondents are its first friends
. So clear I see that I have sought.
and largely responsible for Its place
Unconscious, aelfllah alma to win;
ln the hearts of the army of So clear f see that I have hurt
The souls I might have helped to
readers. Mor power to the new club
and, more news of its progress anon. That save
I have slothful been. Inert,

The C.-G. Writers Club

I

Deaf to the calls thy leaders gave.

The Arts and Crafts Society will In outskirts of thv kingdom vast.
the humblest spot give me.
meet at the What-Not Shop Mon SetFather,
me the lowliest task thou hast;
day night at 7.15. Members are re
Let me repentant work for thee!
—Helen Flake Jackson ,
quested to take hooked rug squares.

Every-Other-Day
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The work of righteousness shall
be peace; and the effect of right
eousness, quietness and confidence.
—Isaiah 32: 17.

Rv the Pupils

and Fred Lammi were voted by the
class to be the best,
• * * •
The weekly meeting of Troop 2C3
was held Tliursday. There was
practice marching instead of the
game period. After the patrol
meetings, inspection of the boys
personal equipment was made. This
was followed by a mobilization
plan worked out by Fred Burpee
and approved by Mr. Hanson. The
plan: The scoutmaster calls four
j boys at different points of the city
and they in turn round up two
more boys, and so on until they
are all rounded up. It was tested
Tliursday night and proved a suc
cess. as all the boys were there
before one-half hour was up.—
Richard Simmons.
• • • •
Ernest Munro of the 8th grade
has been elected president of the
Junior High Dramatic Club at its
first meeting attended by 91 stu-

Down At St. Pete
“G. H. R.” Back On Job,
Tells of Nine-Cent Break
fasts and Big Fish

Danny Needham Won

Knox County’s Traverse Jury

The Community
Bowling
League

But Jackie Fisher Put Up
Gallant Fight For the
Championship
For the light heavyweight cham
pionship of Maine at the Park
Street Arena last night, Danny
Needham of Bath defeated Jackie
Fisher of Waterville, in one of the
best boxing exhibitions seen here in
a long time. It was Danny Need
ham's rapier left followed by a
crossfire right that kept Jackie
Fisher continually off balance. Fish
er was fighting all the time and his
nard-swinging left was a constant
menace to Needham.
Needham won six rounds, Fisher
won three and one round was a
craw.
In the semi-final, the ever popu
lar K. O. Brierly of Belfast won '
a Judge’s decision over Young Jack j
o fAugusta. This was a popular
decision to the crowd, because
j Ycun« Ja?k had won most of his
,prl'icn?.s
1 BaU1‘"* Ve™n of. ,Bockla"d
k. o.'d Young Clukey of Waterville
jin one minute of the first round.
In the one minute Young Vernon
was in the ring he looked like an
.experienced fighter, and more will
. be seen of him in the future.
In the first four-round bout of
the program, Artie Hall of Owls j
Head was no match for Kid Bishop
of Oakland. Bishop knocking his
j opponent out in the first round.
Owing to the shortness of the
1 two preliminary bouts, the man
agement added another bout and
Young Wooster won a Judge's de
cision over Young Oiguierre of
Waterville. In the first round it
looked like Giguierre would win,
but Wooster came back, and
knocked hls man all over the ring.
A big crowd attended the show,
and there will be a boxing match
next Friday, and one Thanksgiving
night.

By
RUTH WARD

Snow's Shipyard put on a little
pressure Wednesday night and won
four points in a match with the
Elks, taking the total by 67 pins.
Fiank McKinney had 105, 112 and
93 for a high total of 309 and Fred
Gatcombe had 113 for high single.
The scores:
Snow's (4)—Crockett, 245; Cole,
277; Sukeforth, 268; Gatcombe, 290;
McKinney, 309; total, 1389.
Elks (1)—Marshall, 263; Dondis,
276; Armata, 258; Williams, 279;
Arico, 263; total. 1322
• • • •
Peyler's boys won four points
Thursday night, winning the total
from Van Baalen by 28 pins. Bob
Gregory's 95 was the highest single,
an(j p;anfs 271 the highest total.
j^g Co
gwj(t Co ran
clase compctmon Rlce winning five

St. Petersburg. Fla.. Nov. 11
Editor of Tire Courier-Gazette:—
Soft breezes again. Warm nip.r.ts
and sunny days. Green grass rr.d
flowers.
Nothing has changed much in
St. Pete. Same green benches;
•p,r -r,<■ 0' members of the
same weed grown vacant lots on Freshman less have received in
street corners in the suburbs; vitations to e'terd an informal
same clean-up campaign in prog tea to be held ir. the school gym
ress to make things look right for nasium. Tu- day afternoon from
the expected influx of tourists; 4 to 5 oclock.
• • • •
same open front sprawling fruit
stores with more varieties of
A movie. "Home Defense,” made
oranges displayed than people up by the makers of Yale locks, was
_
north ever heard of; same coatless shown at Tuesday morning's as
,
old gentlemen and white coated old sembly, with Clarence deRocheMembers of the Traverse Jury lhat served in the November term of Knox County Superior Court and were
Barbara
ladies strolling the down town ment as projectionist.
discharged from duty Friday afternoon by Justice Emery after having completed the eases on the docket.
Front row, left to right: Whalen A. Creamer, Warren; Mrs, Emilv Jagels, Camden: Mrs. Ethel Sukeforth,
streets. Not so many as there anil Lassell conducted devotions, and
Rockland; Mrs. Ruby Drinkwater. Camden; Mrs. John Garnet, Owl’s Head. Re, k row: Charles Vanna. Washthe total hv 47 nins
be later, but already rolling into Walter Butler was chairman. Tire
ington. foreman of the Jury; Herbert Larrabee, Rockland; Herbert F. Pierson, St. George; Ralph O. Bourne.
qk
town daily by the hundreds. Same same picture was shown to Junior
Thomaston: Robert D. Ferris, Union; Emile F. Coombs, Vinalhaven; Jesse Wentworth, Rockport; John B.
High on Wednesday morning.
good food and same prices.
Marriner, Rockland; Chester Havener, Friendship; Ernest Demmons. North Uaven.
w«°9d °nc »>y three and
• • • •
_________________________________ •______________________________ _____ _________ _
the third by eight. Bob Oardner
Returning here after a Summer
Quarterly
examinations
are
over,
had 295 for high total, and Harold
spent in the North, many of us
I young man that he had intended TENANT’S HARBOR
Leeman had 113 for high single.
regular Winter visitors find we and report cards will be given out
to be lenient with him but in view
Worship Sunday will be at 10.30,
Peyler's (4>—Oross. 244; LaPavor,
have forgotten how delicious a next week.
• • • •
! of hia remarks he sentenced him and the pastor will speak on the 265; Flemming, 235; Plant, 271;
really good grapefruit can taste.
to the Men's Reformatory’ at South subject -At The Crossroads.” The Gregory, 260; total. 1275.
At next week's Senior High as
Superior Court Criminal TTWindham.
We forget other things too. That
* i rv ri Vs n
I
*
_
adult choir will provide special
Van Baalen (11—Epstein, 258: M
Cases
Disposed
Of
—
Con

snarling squeak of the tires on sembly a forty-minute colored film.
John
Pennell
of
Topsham
brought
music. The subject for the evening Goldberg, 239; Frantz. 252; Bernthese brick paved streets assails "Springtime in the Canadian
tested Divorce Hearing
suit against the Stonington Fur service will be. "Ood's Good News." stein, 253; Leventhal. 245; total,
our ears and makes St. Petersburg Rockies," will •be• shown.
• •
niture Company, and the First
Knox County Superior Court National Bank of Rocklar.d as There will be special music by the 1247.
articulate and familiar after a
Young People's Choir and orchesRice <5>—R Oardner, 295; B.
On
account
of
the
short
week
six months absence.
will adjourn today. Before Judge trustee, for services rendered it in tra. Sunday School meets at 11.30. ' Hill. 260; H. Heal. 266; Smith, 263;
and examinations, the junior so
More than anything else we for cial has been postponed.
Emery this forenoon was being the sum of $150. This case was re- ____________
__ _ __ _________
Prayer service _
is ___
held__________
each Wed- Cargill.
291; total. 1375.
get how friendly people are in the
• • • •
heard the contested divorce case I ferred to Justice William H. Fish- j nesJay at 7 o'clock. Cnrlstian En- I Swift «b—Oardner, 254: Small
of Florence Daniello and Albert | er whose report was filed today, , dcavor wm meet Friday at 7 260; L Lufkin, 257; E Lufkin, 272;
South and when we are greeted
The girls' basketball team under
C. Daniello. with Burgess and Bur and in which he awards Judgment o'clock ln the church. All young Leeman, 285; total, 1328.
by name by people whose names the direction of Coach Bill Sulli
rows as counsel for Mrs. Daniello to the Plaintiff in the sum of people are urged to attend. ’
we can't remember, and the ex van has been practicing since Oct. I
I
• • • •
and Frank A. Tirrell. Jr. for Mr. $104. The report was accepted.
press real interest in our general ! 28. Thirty-two girls have been re
Arlene Falla and Douglas Auld I Armour's team sunk another five
Charles
T.
Smalley
appeared
the
Daniello.
welfare some of us can’t help feel porting regularly, many of them
students at the Providence Bible Points in favor of Water Co losing
• • • •
case for the plaintiff and Frank
ing a bit ashamed of our own lack veterans from last year's team.
institute. were home last week- tiie total by 148 pins. Simmons
Friday afternoon the Court ac A. Tirrell. Jr. and Harry E. Wilbur end.
had the high total. 273. and Hahn
of interest in other people's affair? J Coach Jerry Norton and Manager
cepted the report of Justices Stur appeared for the defendant.
and wonder if our northern aloof- j Arlene Hill are predicting a good
had 105 for high single.
Thomaston
"Pekes
”
Open
Mr
and
Mrs.
William
Pratt
nnd
•
•
•
•
“Smiling" Ernest Munro
gis and Fisher awarding Judgment
Water Co. (51—Simmons. 273;
ness doesn't made us miss some of season. The first game has not
son
Douglas,
who
are
making
their
Basketball Season Tues to the Town of Warren in a suit Oeorge L. Wooster from Ruth
Bartlett. 262; Hahn. 264; Curtis,
the real warmth of life.
been scheduled yet, but it will
against Samuel Norwood based j Wooster, both cf Rockland, for the home in Portsmouth. N. H„ were 270; Winslow. 270; totel 1339
day—The Outlook
In many ways it's like getting probably come early in December. dents. Albert Havener acted as
upon a claim for unpaid taxes J cause of cruel and abusive treat-jin town' over the hol‘“aJArmour's <0»—Mills, 192; Jame
Members of the squad are Vir- presiding officer at this meeting.
back home again. We know the
Custody of Mary H, minor j Mr- and Mrs- Albert W. Smith son. 263: Thomas, 242; Jackson,
ginia Barlow, Pearl Smith. Fran- I Rules of the club, of which Miss i The BIack and ^?ite
°f over a period of years. The Town ’ ment.
exact spot to stop our car before
ces d'Agostino. Dorothy Peterson.
Nichols is faculty advisor, were Thomaston High will open the sea- demanded possession and title to child, granted to Ruth Wooster un- and daughter. Miss Arlene of 253; Ryder, 241; totel, 1191.
backing up to make the swing Constance Newbegln. Evelyn Gray, discussed.
«>n a«ainat the Alumni teams next the property under the Tax Lien til further order of Court. Wilbur 1 Wfft Somerville. Mass., spent last
into the garage, we know where Edith Rich. Lucille Melvin. Marv
weekend and holiday with Mrs
Besides being president of the T“e®day ftt the
CharLe Law of 1933 which provides a for for libellant.
Hollywood with a capital H.
there is most likely to be a vacancy Wotton. Lena CuccineUo, Annabelle Dramatic Club. "Cracker," as hej Wotton will referee. First game feiture. similar to foreclosed mot- j Josephine L. Cargill of Rockland Slnlth's mother. Mrs. Emma M. They tell me that Hedy Lamarr
in the line of angular parking
gages, following preliminary pro- from Leland A. Cargill of Lyme, N. Torrey, who returned to Mas vi- ls a changed person both on and
is known to his schoolmates. Is udll start at 7.30
around Williams Park, we know Staples, Alice Bohn. Madelyn Mc
T.H3.
girls,
always
a
power
In
ceedings by the taxing authorities. H.. for the cause of cruel and; chusetts with them Tuesday for off the screen—cnaybe her next
Katherine
Blackman. also president of the Junior High
where to find most of the friends Conchie,
Defendant based his defense 1 abusive treatment. Custody of Ma- i a few weeks' ’lalt
"Comrade X" may do for her what
Student Council, and has been basketball, will be defending the
Doris
Weymouth.
Eleanor
Porter,
we have made here, what day the
upon
alleged irregularities in the rion Elizabeth, miner child" granted
Miss Helen Gilchrest has closed "Algiers" did a year ago Newest
championship
of
the
Knox-Lincoln
quite
busy
singing
songs
since
he
AUce
Hall
Esther
Munro,
Ruth
laundTy is delivered, how to go to
was in the 6th grade. At that , League this year. Returning from process and also contended the to Josephine L. Cargill until further i her home here and Is in Connec- rage of movie fans in this city Is
get places and how long it will 1 McMahon. Gloria Witham. Mar- time he made his first singing ap- ,ast year's championship club are new tax law was in fact uncon order of Ccurt. Burgess for libel- ticut. 8he will leave soon for requests fcr imprints of the stars
I garet Johnson, Lucille Sweeney,
take us to get there. It is re Elaine Poust Elizabeth HaskeU pcarance in Warren Grange Hall Captain Frances Johnson, Pauline stitutional.
Exceptions
were lant.
I Miami. Fla.
lips—they call themselves Lipomarkable how familiarity with such
therefore filed and the suit will
Vena A Newbert of Rockland
Mr. and Mrs Watson Barter of graphers. My what they won't do
Norma Shannon, Arlene Fickett, Two months later at a "Jimmy and Burnham. Nathalie Bell, and Maxsimple things gives us time to think Martha Leeman, Mazie Johnson, Dick Show' before an audience of ine Mitchell. Several reserves that be taken to the Law Court for from Carl A Newbert of Union for Criehaven are occupying their next.
final disposition.
of more important matters in get Helen
the cause of cruel and abusive Winter home, the former Giles
Mitchell.
and
Leona 1200, he won first prize. He has saw service last year are Sally Gray,
The Town is represented by treatment. Wilbur for libellant.
ting settled for a long Winter sea Flanders.
Karbout has all the vitamins for
sung three times with Fenton Beverly Kirkpatrick. Betty Barton.
homestead on School street.
son.
Charles Steeves of Rockland from
138-139
• • • •
Brothers Orchestra, including once Glenice Lermond, Lois O'Neil, Rose Charles T. Smalley; E. W. Pike
Capt. and Mrs. Charles Holbrock your motor. Nilo.
appears for defendant.
Mitchell. Audrey Simmons.
Mattle Steeves of Cohasset, Mass., are spending the Winter with
at
the
Egyptian
Ballroom
in
Lew

The old mango tree in our front
At the Boys' Glee Club meeting
Coach Cole may have trouble In
for the cause of desertion Burgess thelr daughters in Somerville. Mass.
yard has sprouted a lot of new Friday. John Storer was elected iston. A year ago he sang regular
A. Cobb Peterson of Rockland 1 fcr libellant.
green leaves and branches after president for the coming year. The ly at Glen Cove and at “Midtown," finding suitable guards to replace
Albert Slingsby. Vernon Watts,
plea of guilty to a
Emily G. Vultiggo of Rockland I
being practically baldheaded as club has started practice on two and last Summer he spent the sea last year's regulars, Marie Clark entered
j Edwin Watts. Lawrence Watts and
charge
of
reckless
driving
and
from
Jacob
Vultiggo
of
Boston.
son
singing
with
Eddie
Whalen's
and
Leah
Tillson.
Maxine
Mitchell
the result of the frost last Winter, Christmas hymns. “Silent Night"
Henry Lowell, have returned from
and out in the back yard there's i and "Adeste Fidelis” to be pre- orchestra. He has appeared with should work into the back court was sentenced to serve 30 days in Mass., for the cause of desertion. j a successful hunting trip at Wal
jail.
Sentence
was
stayed
and
the
Roberts for libellant.
a new tangle of red flowered vines 1 sented at the annual Senior High Danny Patt at private parties, nicely, but finding a running mate
tham, where each got deer .
respondent was placed on proba
Betty Lesan Vaflades from Jerarclimbing to the very tops of the j Christmas program. Ernest Don banquets, and anniversaries, and for Mitchell ls going to be quite a
Oerald Hawkins and Dave Sivetion for two years. Peterson was simus Vaflades, both of Rockland,
has
also
sung
with
him
in
Cam

problem.
The
center
positions
are
trees. When we remember that all dis is accompanist.
den. Belfast and Ellsworth on reg- well taken care of with the veterans. given a severe lecture and was for the cause of cruel and abusive wright Jr., have returned from
•
•
•
•
this lush beauty was entirely de
ular engagements in that circuit. Nat Bell and Pauline Burnham back told to keep out of cars for two treatment. Libellant ls permitted visiting friends in Boston.
1941 Chevrolet Master
stroyed last year we are amazed at ( Edwin Tyler has been stenograMrs. Anita Lynn of Boston and
to resume her maiden name. Betty
When there is opportunity. Ern- for thelr last year. Both are small years.
the comeback this climate can j pher to Principal Blaisdell this
Deluxe
Edward C. Davis of Warren L?San. Grossman for libellant
Miss Christine Anderson of Dedest is going to accept an invitation but extremely fast and with three
Town Sedan; 250 miles
stage ln producing assorted vege j week and Harold Tolman has to make transcriptions in Ben- j years of varsity experience behind was given the same sentence as j Gladvs M. Thomas of Rockland 1 ham. Mass., spent the weekend and
! helped with thc clerical work. Of- gor. and to drop in and sing with "them should be better than ever. Petereson for reckless driving and | from Harold A. Thomas of Rock-1 holiday with Mr. and Mrs. Edwin
tation.
1940 Stude. Champion
They tell us hundreds of new | fice boys were Ronald Packard. "Jimmy and Dick when he ls in Captain Franny Johnson will hold he was also told to keep out of land for the cause of cruel and s Wheeler.
Touring Sedan; less than
100 miles.
cars for two years.
houses have been built here since James McPhee. Richard Falla. the vicinity of WEEI
abusive treatment. Wilbur for libel-I David Sivewright. Jr., has redown
a
forward
position
that
she
• • • •
Two
eases
for
intoxication
lant.
turned
from
a
few
days'
visit
in
last Spring.
Ninety-six were Frederic Yopung. Cecil Elwell,
has held for three years. Teaming
1940 Mercury Sedan
Beatrice Gillette from Kenneth Massachusetts.
erected during the month of Oc James Duffy. Benjamin Shapiro,
Home Ec girls who worked in up with Johnson in the forward against Chester Reed of Rockland
Run 9000 miles.
and
William
Shrout.
were
filed
and
on
the
third
case
Gillette, both of Rockland, for the
tober at an average cost of around
the booth this week were Peggy court will be a Freshman, Jean Crie
• • • •
1940 Ford Deluxe Sedan
$3500 each, which would seem to
Havener. Betty Payson and Jane Crie has all the qualifications to he was sentenced to serve ninety cause of cruel and abusive treat
Next week's social will be con
Heater, Radio.
ment. Burrows for libellant.
indicate that St. Petersburg is
Packard. On the landing, Evie become an outstanding star. If by days in jail.
The cases against Kenneth Olsen
Grace E. McCartney of Rockland
in the most critical period in our
still catering to
families of the ducted by the Boy Scouts. Troop Smith and Barbara Wood sold chance Crie dees not live up to ex
1940
Ford Tudor
206. They are promising a "great candy Charlotte Gilchrist.
and Myron Benner, both of Thom from Lewis W. McCartney uf j history, the March of Time, a pamiddle class with moderate in
Heater, Radio.
pectations.
then
Florine
Burnham
entertainment” and a dance. Ad
comes.
will be ready to step in. Burnham aston. for larceny, were continued Friendship for the cause of deser triotic group of citizens have pro
mission will be according to one's
1939 DeSoto Sedan
tion. Burrows for libellant
There wiU be a meeting of the is a fine teamworker but is very for sentence.
duced a picture the like of which
If future construction is domi weight <avoirdupois!. being charged
Heater. Radio.
Clarence E. Petere of Rockland
Priscilla
S.
Wood
from
Philip
A.
mothers
of
the
members
in
the
has
not
been
seen
on
the
screen
small.
nated by this type of house St. one cent for every ten pounds.
and Oswald Stetson of Thomas Wood, both of Rockland, for the "The Ramparts We Watch" is a j
band
next
Monday
at
7.30
p.
m.
in
1939 Mercury 5-pass.
This may turn out to be a good
Pete should develop into a sort of Luckily the teachers and scoutmas
ton both pleaded guilty to break cause of cruel and abusive treat frank uncensored version of life on |
year for the boys as well as the
poor man's paradise. That this ters will be admitted free. Ben Room 7.
Coupe
• • • •
ing, entering and larceny. Peters ment. Burrows for libellant.
the' battlefields and the work of the
girls. With Captain Dana Sawyer
eventuality it feared is demon jamin Shapiro and Irving Small
was
sentenced
to
serve
not
less
than
BarbaraK^Hall
ofCamrien
from
i
fifth
column
agents
behind
the
1939
Dodge Tudor
Delegates to the State Older back to lead the team, one thing is
strated by a speech made recently have charge of publicity.
one nor more than two years in the Sayward N. Hall of Thomaston for scenes. The American Way of life
Boys'
Conference
in
Bangor
this
assured
and
that
is
it
has
a
leader
•
•
•
•
1939 Ford Coupe
by a well known civic booster in
State Prison at Thomaston and the cause of cruel and abusive
Division 7-1 of Miss Browne's weekend are Raymond Chisholm. who will know how to keep the team Stetson was sentenced to the treatment. Z. M. Dwinal for libel is on trial and we. as good up
making a survey of existing con
standing
law
abiding
Americans
1938
Studebaker Tudor
geography classes has made some Barrett Jordan, John Storer. arid together. Sawyer is a guard and Men's Reformatory.
ditions.
4
lant.
should
feel
it
our
duty
to
see
the
James
Moulaison.
Mr.
Hanson
is
has
had
three
years
of
varsity
ex

1938 Ford Sedan
The cases of Maude Sutherland
Charles L .Brown of Hope from most talked about picture of this
He said, in effect, that a nine- very attractive maps of New Eng accompanying them as leader.
perience. Dicky Staples, a Junior, vs. Nina Grauer and Grace Hobbs
Marjorie Robinson Brown of Wake generation. This picture in an at
• • • «
cent breakfast would never build a land. Those made by Helen Paul
1938 Ford Tudor
will hold down a forward berth. vs. Nina Grauer. which were being
city and the people who ate it
Miss Freeman, home service Staples has looked great in practice tried as the paper went to press field, Mass., for the cause of deser tempt to further Americanism and
1938 Ford 5-pass. Con
tion. C. T. Dwinal for libellant.
could be classed as “white gypsies;' rent for nine cents in St. Petersburg agent for the Central Maine Pow and it looks as if he has found him
show the American people the prob
on Thursday, were taken from the
Ethel M. Anderson of St George lems besetting the Government at
vertible
That particular speaker will and the gypsies have to sleep. er Company, is to speak to Miss self. Howard Miller, ex-Captain
Jury and a verdict of “Judgment from Carl J. Anderson of Wake this time invoked the wrath of the
never make a diplomat for some of Many come here from sheer force Bennett's Second period Consumer and center, will again control the
\ CHOICE OF MANY OTHERS
for the Defendant" was directed by field, Mass., for the cause of cruel German leader and he banned the
Her pivot position. Miller is a fine shot the Court.
the "white gypsies.“ who have done of habit which might easily be Education class Monday.
and
abusive
treatment.
Wilbur
for
changed.
It
is
even
possible,
film
from
Germany.
Nov.
17
and
topic will be “Household Appliances, and very dangerous under the bas
much to make St. Petersburg
The case of the State vs. Earle libellant.
18 will bling not only this great
what it is, will resent their classi should these gypsies cease to come and How to Buy Them.”
ket. Maynard Linscott, a Senior; Davis, Jr., was tried before a drawn
Vivian A. Burridge frmo Joseph
in ever increasing numbers, some
• • • •
fication. Apartment houses do not
Enos Verge, eagle-eyed Sophomore; Jury with Charles Vannah fore R. Burridge both of Camden for feature, for the Comique will run
of the permanent residents might
Conscription Days, a contest of
Oliver Hamlin. '40, is employed Glenn Simpson, a Senior; goes to man, on Thursday. Davis was
the cause of cruel and abusive great public interest.
have to go to work.
in
the
office
of
the
Fro-joy
Ice
make
up
the
first
squad.
charged with breaking and enter treatment. Custody of Edith J.
* • • •
Cream Co.
Coach Cole will also have charge ing the home of John Pomeroy on and Joseph R., Jr., minor children,
The delivery man from the
for the boys. This change was Broadway. Rockland, Oct. 19, 1940. granted to Vivian A. Burridge until
cleaners
called
this
morning
made so that Coach Wood, who has together with Wallace Vinai of further order of Court. C. F.
GLENMERE
bringing back some of our lighter
Mr. and Mrs. Rodney Simmons handled the boys for the
five Rorkland. Vinai had already plead Dwinal for libellant.
weight clothes. He greeted us like
years will be able to give his time ed guilty to this indictment. The
Evelyn N. Robinson from OtLs A
have
returned
frem
three
weeks'
old friends, which Indeed we are,
to officiating. He is a member of Jury returned a verdict of "guilty.” Robinson both of Cushing for the
hunting trip in Northern Maine.
and told us he had spent the
the Eastern Board of Approved Vinai was sentenced to the Men’s j cause of cruel and abusive treatMr. and Mrs. Byron Davis attend
greater part of the Summer season
Basketball Officials. Wood will as Reformatory and sentence was ment. Butler for libellant.
ed funeral services Sunday for Mr.
fishing for tarpon.
stayed and respondent was placed
Jessie Carswell from James Cars
Davis' nephew, Byron Coombs, in sist Mr. Cole with the boys.
I'm no fisherman but I gathered Cushing.
on probation for two years. Young well both of Camden for the cause
from his talk that he just missed
Davis told Judge Emery he did of cruel and abusive treatment.
Call us for a clean, prompt delivery of
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Wiley were ORFF’S CORNER
not think he gave Vinai enough of Custody of James and .Ross, minor
winning a $500 prize for the larg
Mrs.
Mabelle
Greene
and
sons
supper guests Sunday of Mr. and
D.
& H. Anthracite before the first cold
sentence and that he had been children, granted to Jessie Cars
Aj Pviscnat your loan is tailor- est fish caught. He missed it Mrs. Orrin Treat, Jr., in Thomss- Arlington and Roland and daugh asiding
'in
with
him
during
the
well
until
the
further
order
of
because
he
didn't
catch
the
fish.
blast
of Winter catches you unprepared.
ters Dorothy and Barbara of Bos
made to fit your needs.
ton.
whole trial. Judge Emery told the Ccurt. Tirrell for libellant.
He said he had an. eight-foot tar
ton
are
guests
of
her
sister,
Mrs.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
J.
Albert
Thomas,
YOU CONTROL THI COST—You set
pon on his hook and played him for son Deane and friends of Lynn, Calvin S. Bragg.
ycur own payments and pay only
around 30 minutes before the fish Mass., were at "Home Acres" last
for the days you use the cash.
George A. Johnson returned
CALL 487
threw the hook and got away. How weekend.
Sunday to Rockland after a weeks
YOU BORROW "ON TOUR OWN"
a fish “threw” a hook interested me
We make loans on just your sig
Miss Rosa Teele and Miss Edith visit with Mr. and Mrs. Albert El
nature—$25 to $250 or more.
and I questioned him. He said Harris were guests Sunday of Mr. well.
that the inside of a tarpon’s and Mrs. Norman Simmons in
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Clifford
For a Personal Loan Write THE
mouth is all bone except for two Theme ston.
and daughters Helen and Ella and
ROCKLAND, MAINE
TO HELP BUILD—BUY
Tito&onat FINANCE co.
small areas. If the hook engages
Mrs. Saima Autio Of Long Cove Miss Dorothy York of Damariscot
MODERNIZE—REFINANCE
this bone, the fish jumps high out called recently on Mr. and Mrs. ta Mills were guests Sunday of
MARTIN J. RIELMr. and Mrs. Bernard York.
of water and whips its head from a. W. Hooper.
EASY MONTHLY PAYMENTS
LY. Mgr. Room No.
Mr. and Mrs. Owen Luke of
1 side to side rapidly, sometimes
Mr and Mrs. Frank Lyle of Attle
201, Floor N o. 2,
Kresge Bldg. Phone
disengaging the hook by this boro. Mass., were holiday guests Bath passed the holiday weekend
1155, 241 Water St.
maneuver. This is called "throw- of Mrs. Lyle s parents, Mr. and Mrs. with Mrs. Mabelle Porter.
Augusta, Me. Small
Mr. and Mrs. Albert B. Elwell
I ing the hook.” Lt sounds more like Winslow Watt.
itute License No- *•
•/. on unpaid monthly
ROCKLAND, ME.
18 SCHOOL STREET,
The Ladies Circle will meet Nov. and family spent Sunday in West
1 throwing the bull to me. but as
UP to 5150 : 244%
on balances above.
21 with Mrs. W. M Harris in Mar brook with Mr. and Mrs. Ormond
12QStf
ANT
I said before, I'tn no fisherman.
Hopkins
*•
O. HR.' tinsville.
.

Will Adjourn Today

The Black and White

GOOD
USED CARS

Comique Theatre

MONEY FOR HOMES

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY

Rockland Loan & Building Association

CITE

I

t

Every-Other-Day

Page Threw
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TALK OF THE TOWN Better Bus Service

Slack Evangelists

Scene At Bridge of Honor

Five Round Trips Daily
Between Bangor, Portland
and Boston
Nov 18—Shakespeare Society meets
with Mrs Rosa Littlefield
Nov 19—Thomaston -Third District
Council, American Legion Auxiliary
meets at Methodist vestry.
Nov. 21 Thanksgiving Day.
Nov. 21—Waldoboro—Donation Day
at Llocnln Home
Nov. 21—Camden Outing Club ban
quet at Masonic hall
Nov. 22 Woman's Educational Club
meets with Miss Marlou Weidman,
Rockport
Nov 26-27 Rockport—Senior class
play ®ncle Ton'8 Cabin" at Town

fMtif Timm

Additional bus service between
Portland, Rockland and Bangor In
both directions has been Inaugurat
ed by the Maine Central Bus Lines,
it was announced today by E. D.
Westcott, general manager.
The new service, effective im
mediately, will also provide addi
tional service in both directions
for Winterport, Stockton Springs,
Searsport, Camden apd other inter
mediate points between Bangor and
Fortland.
Eastbound, the new bus service
will leave Boston every day at 3
p m„ and with stops at Portland
6 45 p. m,; Bath 7.55 p. m.; Rock
land 9.15; Belfast 10.15; Stockton
Springs 10.33; Winterport 10.55 will
arrive in Bangor at 11.15.
Westbound, the new service will
leave Bangor every day at 6 a. m.;
Winterport 6.38; Stockton Springs
6.58; Rcckland 8; arriving Portland
10.45 a. m., and ln Boston at 2.30
p. m.
The new service makes a total
of five round trips dally between
Bangor, Portland and Boston which
are operated by Maine Central Bus
Lines.

Noted Russian Musicians
Coming To Friendship
Advent Church

theme “The Beginnings of Congregatlonallsm."

SERMONETTE

A TRIP TO THE EASTWARD

'Your Place In the World” will be
Tenant's Harbor is always
the subject of the sermon at the
beautiful. As one looks straight
First Baptist Church Sundav at
out of the harbor Two Bush
10.30. Mrs. Rebecca Dulfer will be ,
Island is seen. On a fair day
the organist and the choir will sing. I
the tower is plainly visible but
Church school with classes for all
its beams at night are never
ages will meet at noon. The Enseen far from the Harbor; the
deavorer's Inspiration hour will,
Nov. 27—Warren—Pageant. "America
the Beautiful." by the Grammar and
sector ls dark. Southern Island
open at 6 o'clock. The people's
Intermediate schools.
Light has been put out; only
evening service will open at 7.15'
Nov. 28—Thanksgiving Dav In Maine
Nov 28 Jimmie and Dicks new
a flashing blinker marks the
with the prelude and big sing, as
Radio Show at Community Building
outer reef. There is another
sisted by the instruments and choir.
Dec 3 Annual banquet of Rock
land Fire Department.
blinker further north but the
Mr. MacDonald will open a series
Dec
5 -- Thomaston — Federated
great light of White Head can
of sermons on "Cowards Who Made
Church Christmas fair
not be seen from Dr. Leach's
Good.” At this service the Lincoln
residence.
ville Beach Church will Join with
The annual banquet of the Rock
Six months ago to a day on
this church in a baptismal service.
land Fire Department will be held
• • • •
the 20th of April I was here, car
Dec. 3 at Community Building.
cased in ice, with highways
At the Unlversalist Church at
blocked. It snowed here yester
10.45. Dr. Lowe will preach the sec
Knox Lodge, I.OOF, will ob
day, but is delightful now. Be
ond in his important series of ser
The Slock Evangelistic Party,
serve annual roll call Monday
side enjoying the hospitality
mons on "Faith In a Divine Pur noted Russian musicians of John
night. Judge Ellery Bowden of
and meeting Rockland friends. I
pose In a World of Confusion." son, City, N. Y„ consisting of Rev.
Winterport will be guest speaker.
wanted to see the new Ridge
Small children will be cared for In
All Odd Fellows are invited to at
Church. It is nearly completed
the kindergarten department dur and Mrs. Philip Slack and Mr. and
tend. Banquet win be served at
on
the
outside.
Its
tall
spire
ing the service of worship. Church Mrs. Peter P. Slack are scheduled
6 30. Those not solicited are asked
glistened ln the sunlight. The
school will meet at noon; Junior to appear at the Advent Christian
to furnish 6weets.
bell ls hung in the tower, and
YJP.CU. in the vestry at 5.30 p. m„ Church, in Friendship beginning
next Tuesday evening at 7.30,
Albert J Rawley of St Oeorge Is
the beautiful vane Informed that
and Senior Y.P.C.U. at 7.
Excellent progress ls being made
• • • •
through Dec. 1, it was announced
all was well with the weather.
on Community Food Fatr under occupying one of the Bilsby apart
Red Jacket troop of Sea Scouts at Wednesday night's “bridge ot honor” in The Thorndike Hotel, King
This new church is a fine ex
At St. Peter’s Church (Episcopali today by the pastor. Rev. Victor
Lion Robert Gregory of Rockland Lions Club is presiding. I’nder the command of Skipper J. Alton Perry, (lie
general chairmanship of Donald L. ments at 15 Summer setreet.
ample of craftsmanship. Sit
the services for tomorrow will be Osborne.
troop went through the routine of piping the Commodore aboard, complete with side boys and aU.
Kelsey. AU committees are func
ting firmly on its foundations,
—Photo by Cullen.
Boys from the Congregational
appropriate for the 26th Sunday The Slacks arc noted throughout
tioning smoothly and the present
its weight rests on the great
after Trinity: Matins at 7.10, Holy the country for their pgost unique
outlook ls most encouraging. Over Church attending the Older Boys'
steel beams. It is boarded di
Communion at 7.30, church school and varied musical programs em
three quarters of the booth space Conference In Bangor are; Donald Z“Dr. Donald T. Leigh has moved
agonally and covered with broad
at 9.30. Holy Eucharist aad sermon ploying many musical instruments
Brewster, John Munsey, Anson into his new residence and office at
in the huge hall is already sold.
including the huge streamlined
clapboards. The roof will never
Olds, Everett Spear Jr., Stanley 568 Main street.
at 1030, Vespers at 730 p. m.
• • • •
marimba-xylophone, piano accor
sag for I never saw a bui'ding
A representative of the Augusta Murray. Robert Brackett, and
Western Union Devises
Exalted Ruler McPhee
"Mortals and Immortals" is the dion, vibraphone, saxophones, ca
better trussed against stress and
They are ac
Eield Office of the Social Security Howard Edwards
There will be a young people's j
New Conveniences—New strain. This, with the pitch of subject of the Lesson-Sermon tliat thedral Chimes, trombone and
Announces Important
Board wlU be at the Deputy Col companied by Edwin Edwards Jr„ dance at Community Building Sat- j
wlll be read in all Churches of many others. They have been ap
the roof, safeguards against
lectors office. Post Office building, as their leader.
Set of Stamps
Elks Meeting
urday night. Everyone is urged to i
Christ, Scientist, thorughout the pearing in some of the largest
snow and ice. It is braced firmly
at 13 noon to 2 p. m.. Nov. 30. Be
attend.
world, on Nov. 17. The Golden churches, auditoriums and taber
"The newest convenience for tour
over the great windows; the fa
will assist applicants who may wish
Percy L. McPhee, Exalted Ruler
Charles M Lawry who "missed
_____
Text
is: "He that loveth his own nacles and have also broadcasted
cade
Is
smooth
and
adds
to
its
to file claims or assist them ln the boat" when he took a bowling
ists,
students,
soldiers
and
all
ethers
|
The Oarment Production commit of Rockland Lodge, announced to
life shall lose lt; and he that hat- over many of thc largest stations
beauty.
other matters pertaining to old- team to Fort McKinley last Sat
tee of the Knox County Chapter of day that extensive arrangements absent from home or business head
eth his life in this world shall keep including those of both NBC and
Tn the quaint kirkyard I found
age and survivors' Insurance.
urday is going to make another the Red Cross through the courtesy
quarters is announced by The
lt unto life eternal" (John 12:25). CBS.
markers dated ln 1799. As a
try, but he is shy one man and a
Western Union Telegraph Company,
Peter Slack, youthful virtuoso
The citations from the Bible in
whole the cemetery is in good
CUfford I. Pillsbury, second son car that will take three. He asks of The Courier-Gazette, wishes to
through its filing of tariffs, to pro
condition. The new church is clude the following pasages: "Be will be featured each evening with
of the late Capt and Mrs. Hiram that some volunteer put in an ap announce the opening of a public
sewing room under direction of Mrs.
surrounded by those who wrote loved, now are we the sons of God, proficiency on the many instru
O PtUsbury. died Nov 13, ln San j^aranre at the Star alleys at 5 30
vide telegraph stamps which will
O. B. Hyler, Tuesday at 2 o'clock at
Francisco after a year's lllness. He this afternoon.
glorious Baptist history' for 115 and lt (doth not yet appear what ments for which he is noted. He
be accepted ln payment for any of
the American Legion hall.
we shall be: but we know that, is a graduate of tiie Chicago Con
years.
is survived by a daughter, Mar
the variety of services available at
garet: three sons, Arthur, Frank
What is ahead for It in the when he shall apppear we shall be servatory of Music where he re
In addition to being one of the
Its offices throughout the United
Ruth Mayhew Tent will sponsor;
and Clive; two brothers, Capt. Al State's best orators. Prof. H. C
future only God knows, but it ls like him; for we shall see him as ceived his music degree. Hrs wife,
States.
Carol Jeanne, will also be featured
he is" (I John‘3:2).
bert F. and Maurice H. Pillsbury, Libby of Colby College wlU bring a beano party at G AR. hall Mon
built ln exactly that faith tut
"After Dec. 1 absentees will have
and will perform cn the trombone
all of California: two sisters. Mrs. to Rockland next Thursday night day at 2.15 o’clock. Supper will be
he does know and wil! shed His
less excuse than ever for failure to
Members of Pleasant Valley using unusual arrangements for
Fred B. Whitcombe of Meredith, an address which will mean more served at 6 o'clock with Anderson
grace up it. Where his people
keep in touch with home, office or
Grange, with the Juveniles, will trombone of well-loved sacred com
N. H., and Miss Mabel A. Pillsbury to hls listeners now than lt would Camp. S.U.V., as special guests.
gather He is in their midst to
friends," said B. A. Oardner, local
Mrs.
Helen
Paladino
and
Mrs.
Maud
attend services at the Congrega positions.
bless them.
of Ingraham Hill.
have before the world became
manager of the telegraph company,
Mrs. Philip Slack who is con
tional Church Sunday, and will
turned topsy-turvy. Hts subject Cables will be the supper chairmen
Faith? Yes! To believe less
"and wc feel certain tliat this con
meet in the vestry at 9.45 a. m. tralto soloist of the party will sing
A later dally dispatch of the will be "The Pillars of Our De Regular meeting will be at 7.30
is treason toward God.
venience will be appreciated not
National Orange Services will be nightly and also have complete
mail than ls now possible on the mocracy." The address will be de with the first nomination of officers
William A. Holman
only by travelers but as a prac
held over the entire United States. charge of the song services. Rev.
4 46 train has been requested by livered before the Baptist Men's and a special program.
tical and novel gift, an always per
Nov. 17. Limerock Valley Pomona Philip Slack, Evangelist of the
several Rockland business men. League.
The Sunday Bible school at the will attend with its subordinate party will speak and will also give
plexing problem for all of us George
and the Postmaster ls taking the
Feature pictures at Strand Thei Speivins. This innovation will prove ' Mountain View Road Church of the granges and Juveniles. Any offi the story of hts life, which is most
matter up with the Department
News was received here this ate next week are; Sunday, Mon
' handy for thqje who do not care Nazarene ,s at 10 a m At n u the cers not able to attend must fur Interesting, leading to his remark
ln Washington. D. C. seeking au week of the death of Clinton Oray day and Tuesday, “City of Con
to maintain regular telegraph :
,,
, nish a substitute. Pleasant Valley able conversion, said tire pastor.
thorisation for a dispatch some of Seal Harbor whose demise took quest" wit.i James Cagney and
charge accounts and may even ap- mortun« worshiP »lth a
Juvenile meets today at 2 o'clock.
time in the evening by truck serv place last Sunday, after quite a Ann Sheridan; Wednesday and
are being made to initiate a Gen. j 1>ta’
J0me philatelists;'
1 Dumber ir song, and the pastor.
COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
ice to Brunswick railroad sta long illness. Mr. Gray's surviving Thursday, "Tugboat Annie Sails
Western Union plans to issue Rev. Lee will speak on the subSubscribe to The Courler-Oazette
WORK WONDERS
tion, similar to the plan carried wife was formerly Luella Brown Again.' starring Marjorie Ram- John J Pershing Class Dec. 10.
Mr. McPhee stated that Gen.' each year a new set cf stamps com- Ject “The Early Christian Church
out during the Summer months. of Owl's Head and Rockland, a beau and Alan Hale; Friday and
If there appears to be a substan graduate of Rockland Commercial Saturday. "Little Bit of Heaven," Pershing has been a member of the memcrating important leaders and This is the second in a series of
tial demand from local business College, later emi Joyed as ste with Gloria Jean and Robert Order cf Elks for many years, and events in telegraph history'. Among sermons on this subject. At 6.30 the
further, that the national class •hem will be Hiram Sibley, West- Young People’s Society will meet
houses, such later dispatch may be nographer there. There was one Stark.
which
is named in hls honor, will Prn Union president Iiom 1856 to This is the first service of the 12
authorized.
daughter by this marriage. Mr
be the largest single class ever W.
Cornell, one of the week contest between two divisions
New Low Prices on Fuller Brushes
Gay. who was 71, also leaves chilAt the Circle supper at Univer- initiated into the order which now Western Union founders and found- i
of the N Y.PB. This Sunday the
The N.Y.A. Advisory Committee , dren by a former marriage.
salist Church Wednesday. Mrs.
Order Your Gifts of the Fuller Dealer Now
has 100 lodges and 500.000 members. er cf Cornell University; Edward service is in charge of the "Church
met with Mrs. E. Carl Moran Thurs
Ivy Brackett, will be chairman as
Gen. Pershing is the last surviv- Creighton .builder cf the first At Phllippini." At 730 comes the
day afternoon. During the absence | Guests ' at The Copper Kettle sisted by Mrs. Lillian McRae. Mrs.
A special
of Mrs. Anne Snow, president, Mrs Thursday found thelr ordered meals 1 F F. Oould. Mrs. W. R. Stewart Ing commander of the Oreat War. trans-continental telegraph line for Evangelistic service.
2 SPECIAL VALUES THAT ARE
Maud Blodgett acted as chairman i supplemented by birthday cake, Ms- Miss Maude Staples. Mrs. Nellie Every suggestion which he made ln Western Union in 185 . and found number wlll be sung by a ladies'
er of Creighton University; and trio, after which the pastor will
regard
to
national
preparedness
After the business meeting Mrs Intosh apples and sweet cider a la 1 Bjrd Mrs Ambrose Mills, Mrs. S.
ALWAYS WELCOME AND USEFUL...
Moran sened afternoon tea from a Thurston farm. The cake had borne F. Copeland. Mrs. C. E. Daniels, during the last ten years is now Cyrus W. Field, who laid the first bring a message on the subject.
Atlantic
cable.
"What is Your Life?" The midcandle-lit table attractive with its 29 candles because it was the 29th Mrs L. 3. Davis, Mrs. Walter being put Into effect.
The initial issue cf stamps will, wee|t prayer and praise service is
silver and white appointments. The anniversary of the Copper Kettle's Dlmick. Mrs. M B. Perry, Mrs
Further discussing the Gen
in Western on Wednesday at 730 and Thursday
committee makes an appeal for a inception. Twenty-nine busy years, George Stewart,sMiss Maude Pratt. Pershing Class. Mr McPhee stated *
sewing machine, knit Ing needles in the course of which meager Mrs. Artis Pease. Mrs. J. F. Dia that the initiation of this clas was Union's 89 years that anything cf night thf. women's Foreign Mlsand yarn Yam in any amount or quarters have been replaced by one mond Miss Therese SmitR, and part of a general program of de the kind has been provided for pub- | sjonary goC|ety will meet at the
lie use. Local telegraph offices pastcr.s hcm€
color wlll be gratefully received and of the most elaborate cafes and Mrs. E. B. Sleeper.
fense which has been set up by the nave been supplied with the
knit Into mittens for distribution by rooming houses in New England
Package of 3 Fuller Tooth
leaders of the Order. Grand Exalted i tamps, all bearing the likeness of
Miss Helen Corbett, city matron. Congratulations to Mr. and Mrs.
Dr. Guy Wilson's subject at 1030
Ruler Joseph G Buch of Trenton. Samuel F. B Morse, inventor of the
Brushes and your
If any citizen has sewing machine, Hervey Allen, the proprietors, and
N. J., and the Elks National Defense telegraph. The stamps are In five tomorrow morning will be "Inner
choice
of one can
knitting needles or yarn which may thelr capable assistants.
Commission of which James R dencminations .each in a different Calm Amid Outward Storm.” At 7
of powder or tube
be used by the N.Y.A. girls to make
Nicholson of New York city is | eoler as follows: 1 cent green, 2 p. m. he will speak on "The Faith
The informal drive for funds
clothing and mittens for the city,
That Saves.” Men's class meets at
chairman.
of tooth paste.
,
cents brown 5 cents blue, 10 cents
please contact Mrs. John S Fogg at conducted by the Rockland Dis
The national preparedness pro-,
and
cents red
wlu 9.30. Baraca Class and Sunday
trict Nursing Association was held
REGULAR VALUE
the Community Building.
gram of the Elks consists of three
,n
of $250 and $5 de. school at noon, and Epworth League
open awaiting several promised
major objectives:
I signed to fit wallets and pocket- at G.
• • • •
Your car must be Inspected. Dec. contributions and its total has now
Sj.34
Upl.old and teach Americanism
£o (Jicy mav
carried for
1 is the last day. Nilo.
138-139 reached the satisfying total of
and our democratic form of govern- uge
mect daUy busine£S and
At Littlefield Memorial Baptist
$2,666 against a drive goal of 82,500.
ment
, octal correspondence needs as they Church Rev. C. A. Marstaller will
Public supper Saturday night In That doesn't mean that additional
Discover and report treasonable,
use as his subject for the service it
St. Peter's Undercroft 5-7 o'clock, contributions are not welcome or
subversive and fllfth column actlvi____________
10.30 “Investment." Sunday school
beans, ham, homemade rolls, brown needed, for the original quotas
Uss in America.
A c McLoon John H. MrLoon, at 11.45 with classes for all ages
A Welcome and Inexpensive Christmas Gift
bread, cabbage salad, pickles, were set very low, but it does mean
Limerock Valley Pomona Grange
Assist in the physical developQ HodgkinSi David G. Muss Leona Lothrop will be the
doughnuts, cake, coffee, 30c.—adv. that the citizens of Rockland and met Nov. 9 with St. George Grange. ment of the youth of cur country.
Hodgkins, Jr., Everett Munsey and leader of the young people's meeting
137-138 several Summer visitor friends, The Pomona lecturer had as guest
Richard Knowlton leave early to at 6. "Preparedness" will be the
have splendidly answered the call.
The Third District Council, morrow morning for Wesley. Wash topic used by the pastor for the
speaker
V.
W.
Canhan.
chairman
of
The
Rockland
Boy
Scouts
partici

American Legion Auxiliary will ington County, where they will be service at 7.15, with special music
Beano at the Elks every Friday
The invigorating bath and
"
night
129-tf pate in the funds to the amount of the State Grange Educational Aid meet in the Methodist vestry at joined by Dr. Linwood T. Rogers by the choir. The Guild meets in
shower brush everyone en
8500. John M. Richardson was Fund. A fine program was pre Thomaston, Tuesday afternoon at (J..f port pajr(iCidi on a 10-days'deer I the vestry Monday evening at 7.
joys. Delightful for shampoo.
Visit Lucien K. Oreen & Son for chairman of the drive and Donald sented by the Jolly Tollers 4-H Club 1.30.
hunting trip. They will have head- j Mid-week prayer and praise service
Furs; Burdcll's Dress Shop for C. Leach its treasurer. The direc The greeting was given by Ella Rooquarters at Fred Mawhinney’s Tuesday evening at 7.30.
For Men Only—How Are Your Camps, and wlll be accompanied
Dresses. Complete stocks always tors of the Nursing Association and inson and the response bj' Scott A
on hand. New merchandise conflng a band of devoted women workers RacklifTe. The members of the host Manners? A well-known quiz ex by a cock from one of the McLoon
At the Congregational Church the
ln every day at moderate prices. under the direction of Mrs. Clara Grange responded to the roll call, pert offers men a questionnaire smacks.
unified service of public worship
Kelsey
with
the
service
clubs
and
“
Something
I
have
to
be
thankful
COMPLETE
See them today. Odd Fellows Block.
helpful for their private self-ap
and church school is at 1030, with
for.” All enjoyed a very bountiful praisal. See the Amerifan Weekly
WITH TUBE
School street, Rockland.
107-tf Scout directors made the effort.
Order your Christmas maga the children sharing in the worship
feast at 5 o’clock, after which the Magazine with the November 17
zines now. Life 1 yr. 83.65 after service and attending classes during
BORN
meeting was resumed. Plans were Boston Sunday Advertiser. 138*11
Dec. 10 $4.50; Fortune $7.75 regu the sermon. The special service for
These and other appropriate Fuller Brush Gifts
Rhodes—At
Camden
Community announced to observe “Grange Go
lar price $10.00; Readers' Digest, the members of Pomona and sub
Hospital. to Mr and Mrs. Charles E To Church Sunday" at the Congre
can
be obtained of your Fuller Brush Dealer.
Rhodes. Jr., of Rockport, a daughter.
$2.75, regular price;. $3.00. Save ordinate Granges, announced in
gational Church, Nov. 17. The an
Prices
lowest beyond comparison. Phone today
DANCE
money. Send for 40 page price list error for last week, will be ob
nual harvest supper and entertain
MARRIED
today.
Fred
E.
Harden,
the
maga

served, and the theme of the ser
OCEAN VIEW BALLROOM zine man. Tel. 35-W.—-adv.
Ilves-Flanders—At Portland, Nov. 2 ment will be held in Megunticook
EVERY SATURDAY NITE Henry
mon by Rev. Corwin H. Olds will be
J lives and Miss Marlon H Grange hall, Camden, Nov. 25.
Every
Monday
Night
At
Flanders both of Waldoboro by Rev.
"Fields Perpetually White." Com
The 'lost Grange presented a fine BUD CLARK and ORCHESTRA
A D Ptrker.
Black-Libby—At Wollaston. Mass. program in the nature of a radio
rades of the Way will meet in the
GLEN COVE
Dance
830
to
12.30
Nov 9. John L. Black. Jr., of Wol
NOTICE!
93 LIMEROCK ST. ROCKLAND. ME. TEL. 431-W
vestry at 6,30 p. m., and the dis
Admission 30c, including tax
laston and Miss Alma C. Libby, for broadcast. The next meeting w'll
If
the
party
who
hauled
away
hay
Music By
merly of Vinalhaven—by Rev. Fr be held at Wessaweskeag Grange
117‘ltStf from the Norman Iarmond place will cussion topic will be "Alcohol and
Quinlan.
the Christian Life." PilgTlm Fel
HAL'S RHYTHMAIRES
hall, South Thomaston, Dec. 14,
immediately remit thc amount due
and the annual election of officers
DIED
therefor to P. O. Box 385. Rockland, lowship will meet at the home of
Admission 35c and 25c, plus tax
Me., it will save him trouble and Mr. and Mrs. Olds, 35 Beech street,
Pillsbury—At San Francisco, Nov. 13. will be held at this time. A joke
Clifford I. Pillsbury.
138*139 ; at 8 p. m. The discussion will be
117Stf
Christmas
tree
will
form
part
of
expense.
THE HIGHEST FORM
ft
Black—At Rockland, Nov. 15. Oeorge
‘ led by Fred Harden, Jr., on the
S. Black, age 63 years. 3 months, 55 the program and each member is
OF CRAFTSMANSHIP
days. Funeral arrangements to be requested ■ to bring one present for
is exemplified in the memorials
announced.
carved here from rugged granite
Copeland—At Thomaston. Nov. 15. the tree besides any individual pres
Miss Ella Copeland, aged 87 years. 5 ents they may care to bring.
and beautifully-marked marble.
LAKEHURST
months. 3 days. Funeral Monday at
• * • ♦
Regardless of which type of
2 o'clock from the residence. Knox
DANCE PAVILION
stone you prefer, you can bo
street.
All Grange members, Pomona,
DAMARISCOTTA
sure that lt will be flawless in
Subordinate and Juvenile in Lime
SIMONTON
CORNER
CARD OF THANKS
every detail and sculptured to
We wish to thank all neighbors rock Valley Pomona are requested to
perfection. All monuments xro
Acibulance
Servicj
EVERY
SATURDAY
NITE
FUNERAL HOME
and friends for thelr considerate acts be present in the vestry of the Con-1
correctly designed ln the mod
of kindness during our recent bereave gregational Church at 9.46 Sunday
8.00 to 12.00
o
•
o
ment. and for the many beautiful
ern mode.
Ambulance Service
Music By
morning, Nov. 17, to attend divine
floral tributes.
George
Goodie
and
his
Mrs Annie Stahl, Mr and Mrs. Wll service in observance of the Na
RUSSELL
Wm. E. Dornan & Son,
TELEPHONES
11am Partridge. Mr and Mrs. Ira Hilt,
Bud Clark and Orchestra
z
Orchestra
tional Grange Go To Church Sun
ENC.
390 or 781-1 or 781-11
FUNERAL
HOME
Norman
Elvin.
director
8.30 to 12.00
CEMETERY MEMORIALS
D.U.V. Beano at the G.A.R. hall, day. Each officer is urged to make 9 CLAREMONT ST. TEI,. GG2
110-112 LIMEROCK STREET
Fireplace and Heating System
EAST UNION <S THOMASTON
Monday, at 2.15. Fresh killed tur a special effort to be present in re
ROCKLAND, ME.
Admission 15c, 36c, plus tax
ROCKLAND, ME.
No Parking Worry
galia or to furnish a substitute. All
keys
and
chickens.
Fre>
specials
lllStf
98-tf
138*lt
119-tf
138-lt members are cordially Invited.

Gen. Pershing Class

Wide Awake Concern

Good News For Christmas Shoppers

Fuller Tooth Brush and
Powder Combination

Our Grange Corner

now 99c

FULLER SHOWER BRUSH

DANCING

F. L. CLARK, Local Dealer

9

BURPEES

9

Old

DANCE TONIGHT

DANCE

New
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Every-Other-Dav

of their granddaughter, Miss MarA THRILL BEFORE A SPILL
ion H. Flanders to Henry J. Ilve6, |
son of Mr. and Mrs. Henry lives
of East Waldoboro. The marriage
««««
And Even Sent Him White
was solemnized Nov. 2 by Rev. A.
Feathers—Elliott Roose
MRS. I.OUISE MILLEH
ALENA L STARRETT
D. Parker at the Methodist Church ,
Ccrrcspondeafc,
Correspondent
velt Gives His Side
in Portland.
ZV ZN ZX
ZX
Tlie bride wore a beige gown with
Tlie following article from the
Tel. 27 v
Tel «
blue hat and blue coat with gray
Bangor Daily News, which ap
fox trimmings. They were attendWalter Anderson of Port McKin
Mr. and Mrs. Poster Jameson are ; ed by Mr. and Mrs. Leon W. Merpeared in the issue of Nov. 4. is
ley recently visited his parents, Mr.
| ritt of Portland.
on a motor trip to Canada.
here republished at the request of
Mrs. John H. Miller and Roger ' Mrs lives is the daughter of the ■ and Mrs. William Anderson
an Ingraham Hill reader:
Miller visited Thursday in Port- late R-alph M. Flanders. Shells a ■ Arlene Brown, who spent the
Elliott Roosevelt
I graduate of the Waldoboro High Summer with her grandparents.
land.
This column in the past has
School, class of 1937 and of Bal-| Mr. and Mrs. William Anaerson
rained a steady stream cf criticism
lard's Business College, class oi has returned to Portland with her
Worcester, Mass.
on the head of Elliott Roosevelt_ .
4 r>
k,,
! 1938- she 15 now office assistant; parents. Mr. and Mrs. Stuart
on his early lobbying for North
.
at the Georges River Woolen Mill. I Brown, who were guests for a week
speaker Tuesday afternoon at
Ilves
a graduate of Waldo- at the Anderson home.
west Airways, on some of his ra
Womans C‘“b. A Thanksgiving
High School, class of 1934 and
Georges Valley 4H Club
dio activities ar.d on his rows with
program will be given. Hostesses
is -i distant manage’
Tne Ueorges ValleY 4 H Club
his father's best friends in Texas.
is employed ^as^assistant
will meet Monday night at the
will be Mrs. Ida Stenger, Mrs. Plor- 0{ tj)e united Co-operative ParmHowever, we don't think the facts
home
of
the
local
leader,
Earle
ence Hahn, Mrs. Gratia Libby and ers IncRockland. They will
warrant the criticism which has
Moore, Sr.
Mrs Hazel Miller.
reside in Waldoboro during the
been heaped on his head for be
Circle of Ivy Chapter, O.ES., will |
Donation Day at Lincoln Home wlnter
coming
a captain in the technical
meet
Tuesday
afternoon
at
the
will be held Thursday. Tea will be '
end of the Air Corps. Real fact
home of Mrs. Evelyn Robinson.
served in the afternoon by presi- Engagement Announced
is that with two children and poor
Mr. and Mrs. J. Albert Ordway
dents of the County clubs. Dona- ' The engagement of Miss Agnes
eyesight. Elliott never would have
tions may be left, as usual, at Gay's g. Bickford, daughter of Mrs. and have bought the George Holt farm
been drafted; and the lowest rank
store.
j Mrs. Irving Bickford of Damaris- at West Pittsfield.
given in his branch of the Air
Mr. and Mrs. William Russell of
Plans are being completed for cotta to Roger E. Miller, son of
Corps is that of captain.
thc Hope Chest dance to be given Mr. and Mrs. John H. Miller of Dover-Foxcroft were recent guests
Because he has become a na
Thanksgiving night, Nov. 28. Smith's this town was announced recently of Mr. and Mrs. Albert Ordway.
tional Issue, we wrote to Elliott
Deer tagged thus far are: Albert
popular orchestra of Augusta will at a tea given by her mother,
asking for his ride of the story.
supply music with Mr. Smith per- j Miss Bickford is a graduate of Quinn of Rockland, buck; Clayton
Here is his reply:
sonally conducting. The Chest will Lincoln Academy and of Gorham Littlehale, buck; George Leonard,
Hitching a ride is a dangerous stunt. Don't do it!
“In 1928 I tried to go to Annapo
be awarded at that time and pro- Normal School with a degree of doe; Clifford Overlock, doe; Carl
ceeds irom the affair will be used Bachelor of Science in Elementary Wren, doe; Charles Overlock, doe;
lis. but I was told that I could
for local charities during the Win- Education. She is at present a Charles Bowers Jr.. buck; Curtd ' ***, ,In c^a^en of ‘irk,ete w"e HOPE
Madeleine Haskell, and Jeannette
Mr and Mrs Irving Keen were never go because of poor eyesight. .
ter.
teacher tn ’the Castner Grammar Starrett, buck; Charles Seavey of
As you know. I have had a business
Overlook;
publicity,
Charlotte
glIe6te
Iast weeUend of Howard
Rockland, buck; Walter WilliamMiss Marcia Blaney was hostess School in Damariscot
career since that was greatly
Moore; refreshments. Joan Smith,
Thursday night to the Bridge Club.
Mr. Miller attended Hebron | son. buck; James Stevens, buck;
have
tagged for helped by the fact of my being
Maurice Leona Jones. Leona Sldellnger. Lois
Those present were Mrs Willis I Academy and was graduated from Maurice Davis, buck;
Bazemore
and
Natalie
Spear.
]
Charles
Brown.
Willard
Brown and the son of a very prominent man . .
Crowell, Mrs. William Flint. Mrs. uncoln Academy. He is associated Crockett, buck; Arthur Hall, doe
I've made mistakes, plenty of
Students
on
the
honor
roll
for
Oui
;
ford
Payson
Tliis makes a total of 14 thus far,
William l«il<, Mrs. C. B. Stahl, with his father in business.
the first nine weeks ranking period , Miss Katherine True spent last them, mistakes of judgment, but
the majority of them, bucks.
Mrs Bessie Kuhn, Mrs. Kenneth
Notes
they were honest mistakes and
Weston and Mrs. Lawrence Weston, j1 ur< ' ’ '
Alvah Simmons and Rodney are: Freshmen, all As. Mary Lud- Weekend with Mrs. Edith iNashi when I realized ttiem I set out to
wig;
sophomores,
three
A's,
Ann
p,.
aU
in
Portland.
Telephones have been installed in
At the First Baptist Church, WOT------------------------------- ---------Bucklin-----of Thomaston
have ------been
David Brown passed
week- correct them.
the homes of Miss Clara S. Gay slliP tomorrow wi.l be a' 10 45,, on # hunting trip of a few days in Norwood. Dorothy Simmons, nothing
"In 1938 I decided to get Into
be'.ow B. Lois Bazemore. Leona eJld aj
Alpha Delta Phi house
and Robert Shoppe.
sermon topic. “Is There a Place the vicinity of Harrington.
the radio business in Texas work
Sidelinger
and
Joan
Smith;
juniors.
a
^
Bowdoin
College
where
he
atMr. and Mrs. Lewis Caron and Called Heaven?
Sunday School
Mr. and Mrs. Ashley Partridge of
Scarboro were recent dinner guests three As,
„ Catherine Wren, nothing tended a fraternity initiation Fri- ing for myself. In that way I felt
young son have returned to Boston, j meets at noon
Inspection of Wiwuma Chapter, | A service of praise and
W i Of Mr. and Mrs. William Partridge. '
^hrw’S.'SStae day night and the Maine-Bowdoln I had a better chance to keep away
OES will be held Nov. 26. with I tion will be held at 6 This service I on lhelr way to j^t Bluehill.
Moore: ""‘J*’
A'£ JJaa®I^Ine game Saturday. He also applied from political influences and Im
District Deputy Orand Matron Is a combination of the young peoArmistice Day Program
Haskell, nothing below B. Christine for a position with the Portland ( plications. and at the same time
Grace Dodge of Boothbay the in- | Ple’s service and regular Sundayglven Wednesday at the meeting Jones and Kathr>'n Maxey.
Press Herald, secured it, and began build up a solid future for myself ..
“Then the war came. I believe
his duties ln Portland.
specting officer.
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A grand march was followed by re- Ro«e b Ulmer on the Marshall! ture in Portland.
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freshments of cider and doughnuts | point road
Mrs Leila Austin and Philip
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Winchenbach WEST WALDOBORO
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Mrs.
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Arnold 1940
Minneapolis.
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feeble and weak, and the finest
flowers of civilization. In the place
of the perfume of friendship,
National Master Louis J. Christian character, and a happy
The Junior Women's Club, organized in 1935. and federated ln 1938, has already launched its campaign
for the present season. The program committee arranged the following meetings:
MRS. OSCAR O. LANK
Taber’s Eleven-Point Out existence, rises the stench of bombs,
Correspondent
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WAYS AND MEANS COMMITTEE
fire, death and destruction. Both
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Jane Hall
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Program:
Emma Harding
rion Philbrook
.............. .. *
meeting present-day farm problems men. The World War was fright- I
Christmas Medley (Piano),
Dorothy Lawrv
PROJECT COMMITTEE
Miss Ruth Brown has returned
ful, but the savagery, brutality, hate Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
the act of giving it to a Gander
Christmas Carol (Voice),
Ruth Hoch
Elzada Barstow, Chairman
to Waterford, to resume teaching, are contained in this "program for and lust of this period of conquest
As I am the sole surviving mem- where the chicken got the axe.
"Origin of Christmas,”
Anita Dean
Ruth Ward
Mary Lawry
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of
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Doris
Merriam
Doris Merriam
Julia Littlefield
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having passed the holiday recess for the utilization of new forces, I the laborer, the engineer, the skilled I don't, but the show must go on, and a small design of a turnip drip
•Dorinda Coughlin
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Mrs. Carrie Strout of Bar Harbor.
Assistants: Mildred 8weeney, Elsie Burbank.
•Madlene Jackson
surpluses from causing price col the great mass of patriotic Ameri indeed. But Captain Skip Arey and ■ cial concession to the Goose, CocaShe will be accompanied by Past lapse. Through the Red Cross and cans when he says:—
hls band of faithful Skippers only Cola
Eleanor Johnson
Program: Speaker, Allston Smith.
Great Pocahontas, Katherine Da direct governmental assistance, both
Stamp collectors desiring any of April 7, 1941
Dorothy Lawry
The very fact that ours ls the have to look back on last season
vis of Portland and P. G. Pocahon
when
they
lost
ten
straight
and
these
stamps
had
better
not
send
Mary Lawry
richest
nation
in
all
the
world
re

Annual
Guest
Meeting,
Community
Building.
food and fiber should be sent to
tas Mrs. Iona Black of Orr's Island. Europe and the Orient immediately emphasizes the need of our own de then came back to win seven of the Julia Littlefield
money to anybody until the first
Program: Guest Speaker (to be announced).
Margaret Matheson
Supper will be served at 6 o'clock after peace. We can serve human fense and the helping of Britain last 11 games played to remember match is won'by the Skippers and
Hostesses: Dorothy Lawry, Anita Dean, Dorothy
Doris Merriam
by chairman of the committee ity by making our burdensome sur and other democracies. Under es that history often repeats itself, and the stamp in circulation, for accord
Thomas, Frances Quint.
Marian Miller
Mrs. Jennie Maker, assisted by pluses bless the world without in tablished international law. we they are hoping this year will be a ing to the Ganders it will never go May 5, 1941
Frances Quint
ladies of Monarda Council. The juring the farmer.
repeater.
to
press.
Annual
Banquet
(place
to
be
announced).
have a perfect right to sell to any
Marguerite de Rochemont
visiting officers will be entertained
And if. as. and when the Skirpers
This stamp will be placed on sale
EXECUTIVE BOARD
4 The American market must be nation that can comq to our shores,
Mary Rossnagel
while in town by Miss Fronia Tol preserved for American Agriculture. buy our products and take them do break into the winning column, at the Cascade Bowling Alleys, President.
Margaret Stone
Jeannette Stahl
man.
arrangements
have
been
made
with
Vinalhaven,
Me.,
as
soon
as
the
de

Vice
President,
Elzada
Barstow
The struggle of the Grange for 74 home. This plainly means that
Margaret Stone
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Polk of Au years for “tariff for all or tariff for American manufacturers are be John Oordon, a local artist and en tails of the first win for the Skip Recording Secretary,
Margaret Matheson
Virginia Stoddard
gusta are guests of his mother none," and our battle against dis coming one of the first lines of de graver, to design and print a com pers can be worked out.
Corresponding Secretary,
Mildred Sweeney
Mildred Sweeney
Mrs. Annie Polk.
Treasurer,
Margaret Adams
Very truly yours,
Dorothy Thomas
crimination in Reciprocal Trade fense for the British people. This memorative postage stamp in order
A leap year party and dance Treaties, will have a new meaning in itself is neither warlike aid to to fittingly commemorate and cele
PROGRAM COMMITTEE
Patricia Thompson
Charles Victor Shields.
was enjoyed Wednesday at Red in the changing world ahead. England nor a warlike act against brate the event.
Madlene Jackson, Chairman
Ruth Ward
Ganders
Jeannette Stahl
Men's hall. It was sponsored by Neither Agriculture nor Labor must the Axis powers.
• Past Presidents
Advance reports on this s.a-np de- Sanborn ..........
88 101 87—276 Dorinda Coughlin
They also can
Monarda Council of Pocahontas be asked to compete with coolie or buy equipment on the same terms, scribe It somewhat as follows: The Grimes ........... .... 80 86
with music by Greenlaws three- Oriental labor on the one hand or provided, of course, that their stamp is 99-100 by 44-100 inches in Littlefield ......
Serves six.
. 82 93 87—262
piece orchestra. It was a costume the forced labor of the totalitarian navies can protect their commerce. dimensions and is made of pure •Shields .......... .... 141 100 96-337
Nestle's Toasted Almond Clusters
party, the women dressed in men's state on the other.
95 115 93—303
In our determination to aid Britain corn stalk, arranged in alternate Goose Arev ....
—One economy size bar (7 oz.)
togs, while the men wore feminine
5. We must fight for a fair price in every step short of war, we must layers of vertical and horizontal 'o
Nestle’s Semi - Sweet Chocolate,
gowns, which added much to the that will give the farmer a decent be sure that these steps are in ac signify that in bowling first they are
486 495
melted, % cup chopped almonds
Monday
through
Friday
at
1.30
P.
M.,
over
Stations
WNAC,
Boston;
sociability of the affair.
standard of living. We must give cordance with International law. up and then the}' are down. It is Skippers
toasted,
1 teaspoon almond flavor
WTAG, Worcester; WCSH, Portland; WICC, Bridgeport; WTIC. Hart
Marguerite Chapter 015 meets Agriculture a larger share of the English nation will be crushed un printed in blue and white (the Skip Drew .............
86 89 88—263
ing, IH cups cornflakes.
ford;
WEAN,
Providence;
WLBZ,
Bangor.
Monday night. For entertainment national income. We must have less there can be an endless stream pers’ colors) anr in 60 cent denomi Peterson ........
80 102 78—260
Melt chocolate tover hot water.
there will be presented "Turkey parity, equality, and the American of machines, materials and equip nation ijust right to pay for bowl Hall ...........
79 98 88—265
Add almonds and flavoring. CareRed" a one act play.
81 86
price ln our exchange relationship ment flowing from the United ing). They will be printed on a Guilford
Did you ever notice that each sea- apples as dessert at a banquet, but' fully stir in cornflakes Drop mixUnion Church Sunday School with Industry and Labor.
States to their island 'fortress. As cider press, by the rotary process, Skip Arey ........... 108 93
son has its own particular frag-' they were filled after baking with ( ture by tea^poonfuls on cookie
meets at 10. There will be a spe
6 We must develop cooperative much as we desire to help the weak ln sheets of ten, because there are
rances? In Spring it's made up of frozen pudding and served with sheet lined with waxed paper Place
cial offering for the Red Cross. marketing so that the farmer will and struggling nations, as much as ten frames to a game. The central
434 468 473-1375 the moist brown earth smell, apple' foamy sauce. And. to get back to in refrigerator and chill thoroughly
At 11 a. m. worship, the choir get a larger share of what the con we want to protect the rights of free design is an original one by John
• “I canot tell a lie. Editor,; I did blossoms, lilacs, and fresh-cut the everyday, what's wrong with j (about two hours).
will sing, an anthem "Who Giveth sumer pays. The farmer should men and women everywhere, we Gordon and shows a Skipper, it with my little bowling ball.”
grass. In November the dried leaves ' spicy Apple Brown Betty made with I Mueller's Macaroni Royal—One
All." Harry Coombs and Ernest have a direct interest in all mat must keep everlastingly in mind the dressed in a nautical uniform, in
C. V. S.
underfoot, smoke from bonfires, and graham cracker crumbs, brown' package Mueller’s macaroni. *4
Arey. will sing a duet. Junior ters of grading, standardization fact that it is not our mission or
some keen tang of frost in the air ' sugar and a touch of clove andpound snappy cheese, 7 slices lean
Epworth League meets at 4; Chris quality, storage, refrigeration and duty to be the policeman of the
blend to make up another sort of cinnamon and eaten warm with bacon, 1can condensed tomato
tian Endeavor at 6; praise service price. Marketing agreements and world.
NORTH HAVEN
SEARSMONT
seasonal perfume. Don't you love plain cream?
soup, 1 1-3 cup water.
at 7 with sermon by the pastor; commodity loans must be continued
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Calderwood ' Mrs. Lula Sprowl, Mrs. Lawrence to sniff apples heaped In a grocery | Ham and Chutney Canapes—
Cook macaroni as directed and
Condition of Agriculture
music by the choir. Sunday School and approved.
had as guests last weekend Robert Robbins and son Jenness were reThe condition of agriculture is Patton of Hicksville, Long Island, cent guests of Mr. and Mrs Ernest store or market stand, and is there Spread rounds of toast heavily (% drain. Grate or crumble the cheese.
officers and teachers will hold a
7. We must use education in all
any better fragrance than a spicy inch thick) with a mixture of even Panbroil the bacon until crisp and
supper meeting Monday at 6. its phases to help agriculture. The thoroughly outlined in Mr. Taber's
Beulah Oilchrist of Vinalhaven is I 8011(1 and family In Jefferson,
Tuesday at 7 o'clock, there will be county agent home demonstrator, address and' sharp comparisons in town for a brief visit with rela- 1 Mrs. James Brown of Camden apple or mince j>ie just out of the amounts of ground Morrell ham and cut in small pieces. Into a buttered
oven’ .
ground Major Grey’s chutney. Wet baking dish put alternate layers ot
prayer service.
] called recently on Mrs. Hattie
along with the club leader and vo made of farm income new and for tives.
Don t forget we re going to use well with heavy cream. Sprinkle the cooked macaroni, cheese and
merly,
together
with
an
enumera

Black-Libby
cational teacher, can serve agricul
Warner Buxton of Springfield. Knight.
apples freely this fall for three
grated Parmesan cheese and bacon until all Ingredients have been
tion of the conditions which have
Fiom the Quincy Patriot ledger ture. The agricultural college must handicapped
| used Pour over thc tomato soup
farm
operations; Mass., has been spending a few, Recent visitors at Mrs. C. H. reasons They're very good for the heat thoroughly in the oven.
be
our
outpost
in
thinking
and
of Nov. 9:
days at his Summer estate here.
Bryant’s were Mr. and Mrs. M T. family, they can be turned Into
Boiled Orange Slices- -2 oranges, whlch has been combined with the
meanwhile
pledging
agriculture
to
“Miss Alma Creed Libby, daugh progress.
cup wat<!r 2
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Bunker have Ireland of Etna, Mrs. Alton P. dozens of delectable dishes . . . and. , cup 5Ugar
1 water. A small chopped onion may
‘patriotically do its part in making
8 Farm production and trans
ter of Mr and Mrs. Charles S.
be cooked ln the bacon fat five
any sacrifice in carrying out any returned home after a brief visit French of Camden, and Mr and the apple growers of iNew England cinnamon
portation
cost
must
be
held
to
a
Libby of Wollaston, Mass., became
Mrs. William Meader and son. Wil need our help in replacing foreign
minutes and added to the tomato
on the mainland.
pregram
essential
to
safety
and
na

Combine sugar, water and cinna
the bride of John Leo Black, Jr., minimum. This will require that tional defense. At the same time
markets they’ve lost.
soup mixture if desired. Bake in a
The Unity Guild will hold its an liam of Richmond.
mon and boil together for five moderate oven (360 deg. F.) about
son of Mr and Mrs. John L. Black railways, highways, waterways, air we must have the courage to de
How
about
pink
slices
of
countryMr.
and
Mrs.
Maurice
Cobb
and
nual Christmas sale Tuesday at
ways
and
pipe
lines
—
the
Big
Five
minutes
over
medium
heat
to
make
of Wollaston, on the after
30 minutes.
mand that in speeding up war in the K. P. hall.
sons Wilfred and Laurence of Port fried or broiled ham some night
with creamed potatoes and apple ( “ s-vruP- Wash oranges and cut a
noon of Nov. G, at 2 30 o'clock ln in moving farm products to the dustry and commercial activity we
land
were
guests
last
weekend
at
MENU
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Waterman
fritters or glazed apple slices? How 1,11111 sllce
both the stem and
St. Ann's parish house, Wollaston consumer—must be developed on a shall not discriminate against rural
the home of Eben Cobb.
Breakfast
left
Friday
for
Sarasota,
Fla.
En

competitive
basis
to
prevent
costs
about
old
fashioned
apple
dumplings
lllos
s
oni
ends
'
discarding
these
slices
Rev. Fr. Quinlan performed the
life."
Royce Miller, Jr., of Portland visi
Chilled Tetley Concentrate Orange
route they will spend the weekend
from skyrocketing.
ceremony.
the kind done in biscuit crust which should be mostly skin. Slice
Attention is called to the fact in Sanford.
ted Mr. and Mrs. Colby Howard
Juioe
ft. vye must have a farmeroranges Into wheels about half an
“The bride, who was given ln
and
simmered
in
spicy
molasses
that in spite of the Farm Board,
last weekend.
French Toast with Maple Syrup
owned
and
farmer-controlled
Rural
Inch
thick,
add
to
syrup,
cover,
and
Wendell
Howard
passed
last
week

marriage by her brother, Charles
syrup or the kind baked ln crisp
Agricultural Adjustment, Soil Con
Coffee
Among the successful local deer pastry crust and eaten with yellow boll gently t until orange rinds are
H. Libby, wore a white silk Jersey Credit System for capital, produc servation and other helpful legis end with his mother, Mrs. Ethel
hunters
are
Russell
Knight,
Lloyd
Lunch
gown with shoulder length veil, tion. and marketing credit needs. lation of the past 20 years, the gross Howard.
cream? Have you tried stuffing clear, about 45 minutes. Chill ln
•Mueller's Macaroni Royal
square neckline, bishop sieves, a Interest rates must be reasonable income of agriculture averaged for
Isa Beverage left Wednesday and Ratten. Fred Elms, Ernest Sprowl apples with mincemeat to bake and the syrup and serve as a dessert or
and Ernest Ratten.
10. We must develop &. sound,
Tossed Green Salad
wide girdie. and very full skirt She
serve with foamy sauce? Apples as a garnish for duck, lamb or veal.
the first decade nearly twelve bil will spend the Winter in Sarasota,
Mincemeat Pineapple Pudding— •Nestle's Toasted Almond Clusters
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Towne of 6tuffed with chopped cranberries
wore pearls and carried white long-time land policy, and retain lion dollars per year and for the i Fla.
soil conservation payments. We
Tetley Tea
chrysanthemums.
last decade scarcely more than [ Mr. and Mrs. H. T. Crockett and Camden were callers last Saturday and quincy honey, baked and served ■ Tbree CUPS soil bread crumbs
Dinner
“Miss Margaret A. Libby of Wol must conserve our forests and wild eight and one-half billion dollars. , Mr. and. Mrs Arthur Emerson are at the home of Everett Heal.
warm topped with Ice cream? , (J*a°k«d in), % cup Friend's Mince•Ham and Chutney Canapes
laston. Mass, the bride's sister, as life as well as our soil. M06t im The ratio of prices received to prices i on a vacation and motor trip on
Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Peakes of George Miller, chef at the Lafayette , mea1, 1 CUP shredded pineapple. 1
Roast Duck, Wild Rice
maid of honor, wore fuchsia velvet portant of all, we must preserve our paid in the first decade was 94 and (the mainland.
Scuth Lincoln, Mass., were guests in Portland even served baked CUP pineapple Juice, 2 tablespoons
Buttered Green Beans
Land o’ Lakes butter.
and carried mixed pompom-chrys water resources for power, rural in the second decade 78, Indicating, I Services at the Baptist Church last weekend of Mr. and Mrs. James
•Boiled Orange Slices
Mix
the
ingredients
together
and
anthemums. Paul B Black, of electrification, and to prevent as Mr. Taber significantly remarks, j Sunday will be conducted by Rev Robbins.
visiting at the home of her son,
Endive and Celery Balad
pour
into
buttered
casserole,
and
Beverly was his brother's best man dcught and flood. Balahce irriga that "while progress has been made ! Kenneth Ccok of Vinalhaven.
Mrs. Boyd Whiting Is visiting Arnold Davis.
•Friend's Mincemeat Pineapple
dot with two tablespoons butter. Bake
“A reception followed at the tion with retirement of marginal we have not yet found the method i Morning worship will be at 11 relatives in New York Wh’le there
The schools are having a vaca
and
submarginal
lands.
Pudding
in a moderate oven (375 deg F) 45
home of the bride's parents and
of giving full justice to American ! o'clock; Sunday School at 10; eve she will att a .I the »edc"ig of her tion of one week.
11. The right to own and op
Coffee
minutes
or
until
browned.
Serve
;
the couple was assisted by their
ning service at 7.30, conducted by sor., Earl to Miss Gertrude Janssen
Townsend Club will meet at Vic
erate a farm or small business with agriculture."
with a hard sauce or whipped cream, | • Recipes given.
parents and attendants.
of
Hollis,
Long
Island.
The
wed

the
young
people.
tor
Grange
hall
Nov.
20.
“Mr. Black and his bride will go a minimum of governmental regu The Heart of Recovery
ding will take place at St. Paul's
'J-'5-’- '...........;
..... =
National Master Taber's program I
to New York city on their wedding lation is an American birthright
for
imnrovement
of
avriculturs
d
American
cost^-it
is
determined
in
Evangelical Lutheran Church at MINTURN
trip and will be at home at 59 that must be preserved. We must
conditions is based
based on
he
«reat marltet centers of
Rlchmond Hil1' Long kland'
on what
what he
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Joyce en- ]
Westland Ave., Boston, after Dec. 1. prevent corporation or large-scale
world.
We
favor
a
program
thal
Ira Packard was guest last week tertained last Saturday night at
farming
from
stifling
the
familynames “The Heart of Recovery,”
“The bride is a North Quincy
bridge. High prizes went to Myrtle 1
which calls for the preservation of helps all to climb—Labor' and Busi- end of friends in Machias.
High graduate and a graduate of sized farm.
Whenever National Master Taber such of the steps of the past 20 ^ss as wel1 as Agrlcmture-rather
Miss Aune Hill af Rockland spent Staples and Judson Smith; low to
Simmons College in the class of
and
Burleigh
'38. She was a secretary in the makes a declaration ln behalf of years as have been wise and the than pulling down some groups, last weekend at the home of her Llnnie Stanley
Staples.
firm of Anderson and Millett, Inc. his organization, he does lt in clear- correction of those which have As the basic steps in approaching parents, Mr. and Mrs. Peter Hill.
WU.BCU.
....
present
farm
problems
Mr.
Taber
Mr
anrf
prank
Mr. Black was graduated from cut .unmistakable language, and proved mistaken. He puts his finMrs. Elsie Bridges spent the past
Quincy High Schol and from Bos this is especially true of his address ger on a very grave situation when (devotes a cons derble port on of hi. vislted M Belle Howes iast Sat. week with her sister, Mrs. Nelson
he
says.
"lie
real
cause
of
the
,
address
to
Soil
Conservation
Mar;
urday
at
Syracuse.
Discussing
many
im

ton College in 36. He is associated
Sprague of Stanley Point.
with his father in the wool busi portant questions with complete failure of many honest, earnest at- ’
Security
Mr. and Mrs. Olin Bonnin of
Mrs. Abby Stanley and Mrs.
frankness, but wholly without par tempts to solve the farm problem is
ness in the John Black Co."
•
Water ‘ Resources Skowhegan recently visited Mr. and Violet Dunham passed Monday
that
on
some
of
our
great
basic
and
Wild
Life
Water
Resources
tisan
bias,
Mr.
Taber
voices
the
The bride is a native of Vinal
with Laura Stinson of Swans
haven. where her many friends ex sentiment of nearly one million surplus crops the price is not deter- and Transportation
Miss Doris Freeman of Waldo was Island.
,To be continued)
tend best wishes to the newly-weds Grange members, whose homes mined by American standards or i
j recent guest of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Mrs. Maurice Donahue and son (
stretch across the continent ,as he
FOR CHRISTMAS GIFTS OR GENERAL USE
j Freeman.
Maurice arrived Monday from
sets
before
the
74th
annual
session
Dr. Conley will be at his Vinal
Mrs. Alex Gullon of New York Rockland.
(limited time only)
haven office from the arrival of of the National Orange his views
How to cut the cost of
! City visited at the home of Mr. and
The Baptist and Methodist Ladies '
the boat Tuesday afternoon, Nov. as the spokesman of American agri
Mrs. Boyd Whiting recently.
Imprinted in Gold Letters
Aids met Wednesday at the Massie
19. until its departure Thursday culture and interpreting the high
est interests of rural life
Heating Your Home
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Cole and House. Dinner was partaken of,
morning.—adv.
Your own name and address, school, or your
Mr. Taber puts most emphatic
friends of Boston spent last week after which an entertainment was
stress on three outstanding subjects:
place of business
presented.
Those
present
were
end at the Cole home here
DUTCH NECK
Adequate national defense, a square
Many out-of-town friends of Her- Rilla Joyce, Rachel Joyce, Nettle
Mrs. Claude Miller is a surgical deal for American agriculture, and
One line of imprinting limited to 30 letters.
(S AMIIICA1 HOMI MIATIMO 1XM«T
’ bert R. Knight attended his funeral Milan, Elinor Van Horn, Cora'
patient at Knox Hospital in Rcck the rising danger of bureaucracy
Smith, Celia Dunham, Hannah,
at the Church Sunday,
An offer as sensational as this has been made
iand.
and taxation. Built around these
j Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Higgins and Stanley, Marion Staples, Essie Joyce, j
possible only through close co-operation with
Miss Mabel Chase of Arlington. three definite points, the National
son Adelbert, were at then- home Mildred Kent, Jennie Hagen, Josie
Mass., passed last Weekend and Master creates a practical program
Firing the Furnace
one of America’s largest manufacturers
Conary, Mamie Joyce, Merttce Colhere Sunday.
holiday with her parents, Mr. and for Grange endeavor and sounds a
Be careful not to stir up the lay
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Cobb, Lau beth, Lucy Smith, Sophia StockANY householders when fir
Imagine quality pencils with your own imprint
Mrs. William Chase.
clarion call to citizens everywhere
er of ash underneath the coal. rence Cobb and Mr. and Mrs. Har bridge.
ing their furnaces shovel in
Linnie
Stanley
Elsie
for just a little over 2 cents apiece.
Mr. and Mrs Walter Richardson Never has the cause of agriculture
Put
the
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of
coal
into
what they think is the right
old Cobb called Sunday on Mrs. Bridges, Hazel Staples, Flossie j
of Portland and Private Reginald and the rural people been more amount of coal, then close the
the hollow thus formed, filling
Bridges,
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Staples,
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Tur,
Sarah
L.
Burgess
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
it up to the level of the firedoor.
Stahl, who enlisted recently and is courageously brought to public at door and leave thc fire. This is
ner Lottie Staples Abby Stanley,
Always leave a spot of live coals Charles M. Burgess in Union.
stationed at Fort McKinley, spent tention than ln Mr. Taber's Syra by no means the most economi
$ .70
18 Pencils,
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Warman Nina Sprague, Lilia Smith, Laura ]
directly in front of the firedoor.
last weekend with Mr. and Mrs. cuse address, whose theme he speci cal way to fire a furnace.
This “hot-spot” will ignite the and family of Knox visited Monday Morris, Lizzie Sadler and Calvin |
To get the most satisfactory
1.00 144 Pencils, $2.75
30 Pencils,
H. L. Stahl.
fies as “the place of Agriculture results from your
gases rising from with her mother, Mrs. Belle Howes. Stanley.
(Yellow only)
1.75
60 Pencils,
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Emus of and thc nation in a changing world, heating plant fol
the fresh coal and
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Roberts and
(Assorted Colors)
Somerville, Mass., were guests last along with the preservation of our low these simple
prevent them
Postage 15c
Postage 12c
from escaping in family and Stanley Roberts, all of PLEASANT POINT
weekend of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert American standards and of demo rules when firing:
Providence, were guests last week
to
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First,
shake
the
Stahl.
cracy itself.”
Miss Mina Woodcock ls guest at
unconsumed. To end of Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Roberts.
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aid in burning off
Mr. and Mrs. L. H. Salisbury at L. O. Young's. Mr. and Mrs. Wal
when
it
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neces
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bach of West Waldoboro recently- alert farm organization leader de sary to make room
the gases driven tended the funeral Monday of ter Davis of Monhegan and Mr. and
moved to the home of A E. Win scribes the devastating anarch of for fresh coal;
ance, you'll declare them the equal of pencils
from the fresh their brother-in-law, Alfred F. Mrs. Fred Young of Friendship
chenbach where they will spend the dictators and challenges the stop shaking as
fuel leave the
were recent callers at Young’s, also
costing much more. These pencils are Hexa
small damper on Sherman, in Camden.
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patriotic people of the world in this soon as you see
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Hunt of North
Mr.
and
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Burgess
and
the firedoor open
gon shape rounded corners, Number 2 medium
the first red glow
Arthur Creamer shot the first stirring sentence:—
about the thick daughters, Edith and Ruth, of Wal Cushing, Mr. and Mrs Walter Dain the ashpit.
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soft black lead; best for general use.
vol
of
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match.
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is
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Burgess
of
Union,
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Monday
at
The hour has come to face the
Mrs. Beatrice Chase and Mrs.
Get your supply now, while this offer lasts.
By refueling the Cobb home.
Next, with
Maricn Ames.
Stella Turner have employment at future with determination and Bhovel or hoe, pull
your furnace as I
Mrs.
Ada
Lufkin
has
been
a
visitor
Bert Barnes, daughter Beatrice
Mail your order today.
courage. Most of mankind have :he live coals forward so that the
have suggested above, you will
the Paragon Button Factory.
at the Riley Davis home.
not only enjoy better heat with of Malden, Mass., visited Monday
Mrs. Lena Miller of Bath visited lost their moorings; hatred is sup Irebed is level with the firedoor
longer firing periods, but your with Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Shepard.
recently at the home of Mr. and planting understanding and good n front and slopes downward
Subscribe to The Courler-Oazette
Mrs. Calvin Jones of Jonesboro is
coal
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the
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the
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A little bit of music saved the
day.’’
• ass
It is claimed that a survey
showed that folks order larger
meals, enter fewer complaints, and
give more frequent patronage
when restaurants are minus blar
ing music, clattering dishes and
noisy calls to and from the kitchen.
• • • •
Let me remind you again of the
concert at the Brunswick High
School on Nov. 19 at 816 by the
famous duo-pianists, Genia Nemenoff and Pierre Luboshutz. While
this ls a p art of the Brunswick
Concert Association and' chiefly
attended by subscription, there are
some single tickets available, and
may be arranged by communicat
ing with Prof Frederic Tillotson,
Head of Music Department, Bow
doin College. Nemenoff and Lu
boshutz. in private life, Mr. arfd
Mrs. Luboshutz. are enthusiastic
over the far- flung Interest in fine
music that they find on their tours.

ty Gladyt St. Ctair Heistad
Major and Mrs. M. D. McLaugh
The Friendly Club meets Wed
lin of Bangor, accompanied by
nesday night at Miss Rita C.
Capt. and Mrs. P. L. Larsen and
Smith’s home.
From a friend comes aprogram • hardly in order. He tried a few
S. E. Johansen, of the Boat Lille- and newspaper reviews of a recent jokes andthey drew no response.
Mrs. Merle Wilcox and Miss Lor
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the composer of the 'Fourth Sym Rockland, deceased First and Anal
OWL’S HEAD
account
for allowance by
two weeks.
Notices of Appointment
subject "Will He Give Him a phony' or even the delightful in Lizzie E presented
Low. Exx
Angus Learned and son Robert,
Mrs. Cassie McLeod went Mon- stone." At the evening service he cidental music to Strindberg's play
ESTATE JOHN J. MEEHAN, late of
Chester Philbrook, Frank, Walter. day to Quincy, Mass., where she
I. Charles L. Veazie. Register of Pro
Phlladelhphla. Pa., deceased.
First
wlll preach from the theme "He Swan White'.-’
and final account presented for al bate fcr the County of Knox. In the
and Gecrge Ross and Edward Ames Will spend the Winter with rela- Will Supply All Your Needs."
• • • •
State of Maine, hereby certify that
lowance
by
Andrew
Meehan
of
Phila

cf Vinalhaven have returned from 1 Gves
ln the following estates the persona
Sunday morning at the Baptist
Now that we are hearing of the delphia. Pa.. Admr. c.t a
were appointed Administrators. Ex
a successful hunting trip at Sapo-'
ESTATE ANNIE ELIZABETH MUR ecutors.
Church
Rev.
C.
Vaughn
Overman,
Guardians and Conservators
findings of strawberries, dande PHY late of Thomaston, deceased. Pe
nac, each with a deer.
and
on the dates hereinafter named:
will
deliver
the
third
in
a
series
of
tition
for
Administration,
asking
that
lions
and
other
blooms
associated
WASHINGTON
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Reed, Mrs.
FRED 8 MACOMBER late of Rock
Murphy McAuline of Thomas
sermons on "The Certainties of the with Spring and Summer, here is Agnes
!Gerald Margeson and Mrs. Ida Rapid Progress In Navy
ton, or some other suitable person, be land, deceased. S. Arthur Macomber
of
Rockland was appointed Admr.
Word
of
Truth"
using
as
his
sub

appointed
Admx.,
without
bond.
a
poem
to
fit
the
occasion:
Mr. and Mrs. Mahlon Turner en
i Huntley cf Rockland have returned
d b.n. August 27, 1940. and qualified
ESTATE CLARA C. ,WEED late of by filing bond. October 4, 1940
SECOND SPRING
from a trip to Boston and New tertained at dinner recently in ject “I Know that my Redeemer
Union, deceased
First and final ac
(An Interlude)
JAMES T. ROBINSON, late of War
honor of Mrs. Turner's nephew. Llveth."
count presented for allowance by
York.
ren. deceased
Katfcerlne L Linscott
Maud
M
Bolster,
Exx
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Byron
Haining.
If you will tune your ears to the
Roses are being picked by Bertha Waldo Cates of San Diego. Calif.,
of
Falmouth was appointed Admx.
ALICE J. COFFIN, late of Camden,
garden hedges.
Learned ln her garden on Shell 24-year old son of Mr. and Mrs. Miss Beatrice Lane and Byron To the orchards and the wild grape deceased Will and Codicils thereto d.b.n., c.t a.. Sept. 17. 1940. and quali
Rider have returned from a week's
thickets
and petition for Probate thereof, ask fied by filing bond Oct 7. 1940.
street.
! Claybourne Cates of Liberty.
NETTIE W WITHERSPOON, late of
Where the climbing vines, heavy with ing tnat the same may be proved and
The third and fourth degree were j Mr. Cates is a radioman first class hunting tdip in Lincoln.
Leigh F.
fruit.
allowed and that Letters Testamentary North Haven, deceased
Witherspoon
of North Haven was ap
Purple the young birches, you will Issue to Silas A. Collin of Bar Har
conferred cn Mr. and Mrs. Fred i in the Naval Air Corps stationed at
hear the songs
bor and Russell J. Coffin of Wellesley. pointed Exr . Oct. 15. 1940. and ouallBeverage and Warren Gammons at San Diego. He was granted a va- complished eight or ten years’ work Of this second spring, the bluebird. Mass., thev being the executors named fled by filing bond on Fame date
sparrow, and the ln said Will, without bond.
HERBERT E MESSER, late of Union,
the meeting Monday of Owls Head ‘ cation to visit home after having in five years and he attributes hls The white-throated
robin
Merle M Messer and Orace
ESTATE CHESTER B HALL, late ol deceased.
Grange. Visitors were present from successfully passed an examination rapid promotion to outside courses, This Is en Interlude a pause that
M
Messer of Union were appointed
Warren, deceased. Flrat and final ac
comes
Exrs.. Oct. 15. 1940. without bond.
Pleasant Valiev, St. George. Wes- i to enter the Naval School at Wash- hard work and study.
count pre-ented for allowance by
MARY E. MESSER late of Rockland,
He lias received warm congratu Before Winter brushes the songs away. Mabel H Withee. Exx
saw-keag and Ocean View Granges, ington. D. C„ for a course of six
—Lansing
Christman
(Christian
Edward C. Payson of Rock
WILLIAM E. BARROWS, late of deceased
An interesting program was pre-, months. He has studied radio and lations from his many friends and Science Monitor)
land was appointed Exr.. Oct. 15. 1940,
Warren,
deceased
Will
and
Petition
without
bond.
• • • *
teted by the Lecturer, Margaret' courses relative to radio in Norfolk. was asked to speak at Walker High
for Probate thereof, asking that the
CHARLES D SYLVESTER, late of
J. B. Priestley. British author and same may be proved and allowed and Friendship,
Knowlton. Members are reminded Va., and Washington State and has Schocl, Liberty, on his many inter
deceased. Nellie C. Syl
that Letters Testamentary Issue to
esting
trips
throughout
the
United
playwright,
was
asked
to
speak
to
vester of Friendship was appointed
of the Grange’s annual Go-to- i taken courses outside of Naval
Sadie R. Barrows of Warren, she be
Church Sunday service which will' schools and his regular radio work. States. Panama, Hawaii and other the survivors of the crew of the lng the Executrix named ln said WlU. Exx. Oct. 15. 1940. without bond.
with bond. And your petitioner fur
ELIZABETH FRENCH, late of Thom
Scene from outstanding English melodrama. “The FutfH™,” 'forhgld N<Jy n
,he Congrega.
42.348-ton liner. Empress of Brit ther prays that the Court determine aston. deceased Rodney E. Jordan
Upon completion of hls course at American possessions.
merly entitled "On the Night of the Fire: irom the novel of the same
ain, which was bombed, torpedoed, whether the omission of grandsons of Thomaston was appointed Admr..
Washington, D. C„ he will be a
Intentional or not occasioned by Oct. 15. 1940. and qualified by filing
Nina Orla, petite Mexican ac and sunk ln I lie Atlantic off the was
commissioned officer with a rating
bond on came date
mistake
of a University degree In Electrical tress. recommends a banana and coast of Ireland. Mr Priestley was
ESTATE ARTHUR SHELDON, late
Attest:
CHARLES L. VEAZIE,
Vlnalhaven. deceased Petition for
Engineering.
milk diet as an effective reducingg puzzled as to what he should talk of
Register.
Administration, asking tliat Joseph F
about, He felt ft serious talk was Headley of Vlnalhaven, of some other
Mr, Cates feels that he has ac- measure.
138' it tive hQines hero,
132 8 133
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Every-Other-Day

Meet June Freeman
New Home Service Ad
visor of the Eastern
Division Takes a Bow

OCl ETY.

CAMDEN WOMAN IN HONOLULU
Tells of Work Done There By Former
Rockland Pastor—Mrs. Good Meets

CAMDEN
«« *«
NAOMA MAYHEW
Correspondent
ftftftft
Tel. 713

Membership Drive
Is Being Conducted By
Hard of Hearing Society
—Other Matters

This And That

The Rockland Society for the
It is the pleasant duty of this
The progress of Mrs. Guy Wilson
Mrs? Emerson Sadler is visiting newspaper today to present offiHard of Hearing met in the vestry
at Deaconess Hospital is reported friends in Somerville, Mass.
dally Miss June Freeman, pictured
Harold Boynton and Howard of the First Baptist Church Thurs
good. She will probably return to
------■
above, who is now embarked upon
Dearborn
are spending the week day. A report cf National Hearing
her home in Rockland within a
Wednesday Night Club dined this -----------------------------------------------end with their parents. Both are Week, Oct. 20-26, was given by Mrs.
week at the Copper Kettle, then ad- j [llini.
,-mirmr -......
eek or ten days.
Camden, Nov. 14.
By K. S. F.
strangers and I was surely a long students in the Senior class at Freeman F. Brown.
With the
Journing to the home of Mrs. J. F. ]
Kents Hill School.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
way from home.
Tlie Chapin Class will meet Tues Burgess for bridge, Miss Anne Me- j
slogan. "United for Better Hear-_________________
Mrs. C. Wilkes Babb will be
In a recent issue of your paper, I
day with Mrs. Charles Smalley, Laughlin acting as hostess. Prizes'
After services as he greeted me at
automobile of the future ls
hostess to the Elm Street Reading i^i„,tbefCha^rVf?e.A"erlCan’
were awarded to Mrs. Louis Cook j
Broadway.
.
note that Rev. John Dunstan. for the door he forgot all eke and tak
Society for the Hard o Hearing t0 havr thf motor ln
rear and
Club,
Monday
night
and
will
read
and Mrs. Arthur Doherty, and the
made of a
mer pastor of the M E. Church in ing me one side inquired, it seemed, ln Agnes Newton Keith's book, carried out a nation-wide public the entlre car wlll
for each and every member of the
Miss Mary Paladino entertained traveling prize went to Mrs. Cook.
educa ion prcgram which centered '
synthetlc materlat probably
Rockland, now associate pastor of Rockland parish. He loves his "Land Below the Wind."
the G. T. club Thursday night.
attenticn on the great prevalence of a form of molded plastic.
the
Central
Union
Church
in
Hono

Dr. and Mrs. James G. Hutchins hearing impairment and gave con
Mr. arjd Mrs. Nestor Brown and
work and life there and during the
The members who attended were
• • • •
lulu. mentions meeting me on my week I met hls charming daughter 1 have as guest for a few days, their structive advice for alleviating the
Mrs. Arnold Anderson. Mrs. Austin Mr. and Mrs. Milton Rollins were in
Charles
Chaplin
has said. "I
nephew,
Robert
Moore
of
Bucks

Nelson, Miss Eleanor Spear, Miss Portland, where Mrs. Brown, as
condition and for preventing it in
recent visit tothe Hawaiian Islands. at a churrh supper they insisted I
have always felt that the nation
port. Charles Hutchins is spending future generations.
attend
The
pastor
introduced
me
Marie Hilt and Miss Sylvia Laiti- sociate vice president, lias inspected
He sent greetings to all of hls pa
which can laugh ls nearest to bethe Canton Ridgeley Auxiliary.
as a guest from Maine, and other the Winter with them.
As a part of the National Hear
nen.
rishioners
and
friends
and
wished
Mrs.
Laura
Ritterbush
will
be
Tonight Mrs. Brown will attend a
guests from New Zealand and many
ing Week radio prcgram. Dr Ed l~g sane."
• • • •
me to tell them although he was from the Orient.
hostess to the Monday Club, Nov. mund Piince Fowler of New York
Mrs. Richard H. Britt of Talbot reception for Association President
The
Nova
Scotia
shore has been
working with another denomination
,
After the supper we adjourned 18, at the home of Mrs. Ora Brown. and pest president of the national . ,
avenue will be hostess Tuesday Susie G. Baker, by the Canton
society
gave
a
talk
on
'
‘
Progress
for
sim
P*
y
swarming
with
the greatBangor
Auxiliary
in
Bangor.
Mrs.
Lula
Green
will
read.
to the Women’s Building for an ad
afternoon to the Itooevik Club.
he was "still a Methodist.”
Better Hearing.” Optimistic and [cst run of herring the oldest flsh’
dress
by
a
Japanese
minister
who
Mrs.
Ora
Brown
has
returned
All members are asked to be pres
I am going to pass on to them
Mrs. Osgood Gilbert and Mrs.
was speaking under restrictions.! from a week’s visit with her daugh- instructive points brought out by ermen have ever seen and they
ent.
. '
through your paper how delight After he left, he was followed by a ter. Maxine, who is employed in Dr. Fcwler were quoted by Mrs, are greatly puzzled by this fact.
Jane Crouse were hostesses Wed
_____
r
• • • •
fully he and hls family are located very able Chinese who told his ver- Boston
nesday night at a kitchen shower
Brown: “In no period of history
Mrs. Loretta Glendenning was
there.
The
Central
Union
Church
Few knew that William James
in honor of Mr. and Mrs. John
sion of conditions in his country,! “The Place of Silence In a Noisy has there been as much progress
hostess Thursday night to WIN.
called th? “Church ln the Garden" straight to the point and without j world" will be the subject of the made In understanding the mech was a graduate of the Harvard
Good (Florence Johnson) of Cam
Club, at her home on Orove street.
was established by the early New restrictions One thing he claimed! sermon by Rev. W. F. Brown, of anism of hearing and its preserva Medical School along with his psyden, at the Cullen cottage at
Honors in bridge were won by Miss
England Mlslonarles ln 1833, 13 the war had done was unite China.'the Baptist Church, Sunday at 11 tion as during the present decade, chologlcal
Cooper's Beach. Games and a
and
philosophical
Pearl Borgerson. Mrs. Leland Drink
. . No matter how serious or per-! studies- He did very little pracluncheon were the diversions fol
years after thelr arrival on the' previous to the troubled conditions, o'clock, with Mrs. Anna Grinnell in
water and Mrs. Pauline Schofield.
island. The frame of the first the Chinese ln various localities
lowing the opening of gifts by the
charge of the music. The Church manent the disability from deaf tlclng of medicine but spent most
young couple. Ouests were Mr.
building was taken from New Eng seemed ar. entirely different class Schcol will convene at 9.45 The ness, the sufferer may be bene- of hte life in lectures and writing.
The Sunshine Society will meet and Mrs. Robert Russell, Mr. and
This is Miss June Freeman, new land and was called the “Seamen's
• • • •
flted by psychological and social ad
Monday afternoon with Mrs. Lena Mrs. Bertram Gardner. Mr. Pierre, home service advisor of the Eastern Bethel." In 1853 need for a sepa of people than those living ln other intermediate forum will be held at
Mrs.
Jelly
was
taken to a symjustments,
by
lip
reading
lnstrucsections. Their dialect and customs 5 o'clock, and the young people's
Division.
Merrill on Granite street.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Douglas. Mr.
rate church was felt as lt was evl- were entirely foreign to each other. forum at 6 o'clock, the young wom tion and by hearing aids. He should ' Phony concert. At the end of the
and Mrs .Walter Anderson. Miss
dent the local congregation was,
coas( cmes bave been de
never be dismissed with the thought. program she asked her hostess,
Mr and Mrs. W. H. Thorndike are Arlene Anderson. Mtes Shirley iher dlulies 85 Home Servlce Ad»laor crowding the seamen from the | s|royed and tbe people driven back en being led by Mrs. Rite Hopkins Nothing can be done about It'. He "What ts that book the man in
and
the
young
men
by
Adin
L
of
the
Eastern
Division
of
the
spending a week as guests of Charles Blackington. Miss Catherine ChisBethel thus destroying its purpose, |nt0 tbe jnterjcr they bave become Hopkins. The Junlcrs will meet should be taught and may be taught front keeps looking at?"
L. Wilson in West Palm Beach. Fla, holm. Mtes Agnes Johnson, Miss
Maine Power Co.
so the Second Foreign Church of' fts onp peopje and are gorging to“Oh. that is the score of the
to live a full life among his fel
before going to their Winter home Irma Mather .Osgood Oilbert, all of t In her caPac'ty as home service Honolulu was esUblished. The two, getber They are establishing fac- Thursday after school, and prayer lows. . . . The diseases causing overture."
meeting
is
scheduled
for
Thursday
in St. Petersburg, at 800 8th street Rockland, and Oilbert Leadbetter ,advisor
Freeman ls ready at churches united in 1887 and cal,e“ tories far from the seaports and re"Really!" said Mrs. Jelly, “And
deafness operate in youth and In
and Herman Bowley of Camden and 8,1 tunes
assist or advise the “Central Union Church of Honolulu, marked that only under this united night at 7.30. The Chadavae Club age, in fact through the whole span 1 who ls ahead?"
North.
meets
Monday
night.
Mr. and Mrs. Oeorge Crockett of «reat army of housewives of this From a little booklet I obUlned
of life. Like many other diseases |
'
condition could the Burma RoaJ, Mr. and Mrs. J. Rlker Proctor
division as to their electrical prob
The Wawenock Club held its first Rockport.
there, I quote the following de with its numerous bridges and tun will occupy tlie Sutherland House occurring in old age, they are not
Light sorrows speak but the
lems.
She
takes
her
duties
very
regular meeting Wednesday at the
an aging process.
They are deeper sorrows are held close to
nels have been built In so short a on High street for the Winter.
seriously in striving to get the most scription.
home of Mrs. Hattie Keating on
not therefore inexorably unpre- the heart with dumb ache.
“Feb. 13, 1921. the building com time.
ROCKVILLE
satisfactory
and
efficient
service
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Hugh
Montgomery
Mechanic street. The program be
George Sides and sister Miss possible from all home electrical mittee engaged an architect from
Hls address was all too short, and left this morning for New York ventable or untreatabie. They are
gan with roll cal lby quotations of
Boston.
The
Colonial
design
so
“Well," said the boarding house
after
this we returned to the church City where they will spend a week an exciting challenge to prcgresslve
famous authors, followed by a dis Martha Sides were guests Sunday units and in teaching the best and suggestive of New England churches
scientific research."
man as he sat trying to eat a
for a 15 minute organ recital, thus or 10 days
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
E.
E.
Philbrook
ln
most
economical
methods
of
their
cussion cf current events and Mrs
With the launching of National | chicken leg. "This bird Is evidentDamariscotta.
I use. She is at your command. Is symbolic of our spiritual debt to ending a grand day for me. In Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Page who
Keating's illustrated reading. ‘ MarHearing Week another Intensive jy the offspring of a hard-boiled
the missionaries who came from my travels I have been greeted cor
Mr
and
Mrs.
Eino
Heikkila
and
simply
telephone
529.
Rockland
—
els of the West.’’ which opens the
Mrs.| egg."
Boston a hundred years ago 6uch dially but never like Honolulu. have been in Boston for a few days membership drive (began.
son Thomas of Norwood, Mass., and Central Maine Power Co.
have returned
• • • •
club's yearly study of the "Scenic
Frank Hewett te chairman of the
Mr. and Mrs Laurl Monden and
One of the most ImporUnt of Miss a lofty spire not only has the prac Every person seems to make a per
Wonders of the United States." The
Harry Murray and Alton French drive which continues to Dec. 31
tical value of locating the church to sonal effort to welcome you to the
A man who has a poor memory
son
Laurl
of
Worcester.
Mass.,
were
Freeman's
duties,
and
cerUlnly
one
next meeting will
Wednesday
went Tuesday to Mr. Murray's camp
Red Cross sewing, under the di for hls debts is apt to have a good
weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs. Q( the most far reaching ln its bene- every visitor by land or sea. but also Island.
with Mrs. Fannie Norton on Me
at Molasses Pond, where they wlil rection of Mrs. Nathan Witham, memory for faces.
Thomas Monden and Mr and Mrs. fits, is the conducting cf a scries of becomes a ‘sacrament of hope'
Mr Dunstan introduced me to a
chanic street.
was distributed for home work.
William O'Jala.
They returned free schools of electric cookery in pointing men to heaven. Such a Mr and Mrs Best bejng somewhat spend a tew days deer hunting.
Mr. and Mrs. Pearl Willey. Mrs
±S“erl* V“n C°ndUC*d
Did ycu ever try to sharpen dull
building
is
not
a
club
or
a
library,
j
amused
ovor
"Good"
and
“
Best."
the cities and towns of her territory.
Mrs. Marie Preston of Portland home Monday.
p
nU n 8< ***!»
scissors bj- cutting a few inches Into
it is obviously a church with a New This proved ideal for me. They Nerlta Wight and son. Willard have
Mrs
P.
W.
Robbins
ls
visiting
in
niese
schools
are
practical
demonwill be the guest speaker of the
returned recently irom Connecticut Ject, "Eleanor Roosevelt at Colby „„ .___ _
Boston this week.
Istrations of home cookery with England heritage.
were both graduates of Oberlin
College” was ba-ed on a descrip2‘.£2" PUt qU‘te *
Rockland Garden Club Tuesday.
"The church 1s situated ln a beau Conservatory of Music, Oberlin, and New York, where they have tion of the occasion in a letter
Henrv
Heikkila
of
Norwood,
Mass,
electrical
equipment,
and
following
P
. ,e!n.
Nov. 26. at the Commuinty Build
been
spending
a
few
days.
tiful eight-acre garden. The cen Ohio, and both talented musicians.
ing Her subject will be "Christmas has been guest at the home of Mr. the meeting all the food 1s given
The Methodtet Church will hold written by Mtes Ruth Thomas of
and Mrs. William O Jala for thc away to those attending. Schools tral building ls built of lava rock They started on a five-year tour of
She: "Did anyone ever tell you
Decorations and Arrangements.”
worship at 10.30 Sunday morning Colby, who attended both the reweek.
Raymond O'Jala arrived ,n the Immediate future will be and contains a large memorial or the world and upon reaching Hono
ceptlon
given
Mrs.
Roosevelt
by
ho
" w°n<‘erfu*
Members of the Camden Oarden
with its pastor. Rev. Weston P. Hoi
Friday after spending several weeks jleld in Union Nov. 19 and Dec. 3. at gan, and ls crowned by a white lulu he accepted a position as or
He: "No, I don't remember that
Club are invited to attend the with Mr. and Mrs. Heikkila.
man preaching the subject "How President and Mrs. Johnson and
2 p. m., Odd Fellows Hall, and one spire of ur.usual beauty as a sym ganist in one of the churches and
anyone ever did “
meeting.
Mrs. Oeorge Post and daughters in Thomaston, Watts hall, on Wed bol of spiritual hope and aspira they liked it so well have remained To Get Angry." The music will be the lecture following.
She: "Then where did you get the
under
the
direction
of
Mrs.
Alfred
Mrs.
J.
8.
Fogg
spoke
informally
Patricia and Nancy who have
Official Inspection station 1017. spent several months with her nesday Dec. 4. also at 2 o'clock. tion. Around the church is a group nearly 25 years. Aside from hls Wilman who will also give a solo, about the N. Y A Oirls and the idea?"
• 8 • •
Nilo's Garage. Tel 320.
138-139 mother Mrs. Philip Tolman went Miss Freeman issues a cordial invi of low cottage buildings attractively musical activities, he is a stamp col The church school and Bible Red Cross First Aid Class.
tation to all Interested to attend placed amid flowers and shrubbery' lector and I am sure members of classes will convene at 11.45 ln
Blurred vision should at once be
A
delightful
feature
of
the
after

Thursady to New York to Join Mr.
A special lot of Fall coats, both Post who preceded them by several these schools and all those subse to care for social and educational our.local stamp club will thrill nt charge of Mrs. Stella McRae, sup noon was the presentetion of a gift '°°Xed after. Remember your eyes
quently advertised, wherever held. activities.
hts collection He buys and sells perintendent. Song 8ervlce will be to Mrs Hull who leaves soon to re- '
the glory and beauty of the
fur trimmed and plain, at sharply
• • • •
weeks.
"At the entrance of the church Is and to one who has never studied or held at 7 o clock with a short mes side in Kittery.
Refreshments world for you. Keep them carereduced prices have been received
Mr. and Mrs. George Moody have
June Freeman was born In 1913 a broad and simple porch of wel collected them. It seemed to me he sage on “Memory" by the pastor were served and a social hour en fully ln excellent condition.
at Lucien K. Green & Son and been in Boston for a few days this
• • • •
in Augusta and received her ele come—yet only one door, with a had cornered them all. Hls wife Church night service will be held joyed.
Burdell's Dress Shop. Odd Fellows
week.
mentary and secondary school edu cross above the grille work. The had given him half of her pantry in the vestry, Thursday night at
Out
in
the
writer's
home in Kan
Block, 16 School street, Rockland.
Mrs
Frances
Lamphere
of
Water

Albert Lamson of Worcester
—adv.
137-tf spent last weekend with his par cation in that city and in Gardiner. door stands open every day and Is for his "Post Office." I shall be o'clock in charge of Mr Holman ford, Conn., and the Misses Edith sas she used to be greatly intrigued
She graduated from Farmington the symbol of Christ who says 'I a.n very glad to give hls address to any and the usual choir rehearsal will and Evelyn Ferguson of Damaris by watching the mud-dauber build
ents Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Lamson Normal School, taking special the door, by me lf any man shall person interested and I am very
take place Friday night
hls funny nest. With perfect ease
cotta were guests.
who accompanied him when he re courses for public work and joined enter in. He shall be saved: and safe ln saying "if they are looking
The tailor shop of Ralph Bucklin
and regularity he would build
turned Monday.
Ithe staff of Auguste’s Cony High shall go hi and out. and shall flnd for rare stamps, they’ll flnd them which has been in existence since
these little mud cells on the raft
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Cain (Ethel 1 c^ooi to further that purpose pasture.' The approach to the door
1892 has moved to 6 Chestnut
there.”
ers of the attic or in the hay loft
Hall) arc passing Mr. Cain's vaca- j Hrr lieadqUarters are at the Rock- ls through four columns and lighted
Sunday afternoon following church street, next to Crockett's, where it
or carriage house and less often
lion in Boston. During their ab- ;and central Maine Power Co., of- by three great lanterns.
The services they Invited me to thc te now open.
In the hen house. After building
Former
Rockland
Man
sence their son Rcbert is staying !k,e 383 Main ftreet, and there she columns are the four gospels . .
A Ford coupe owned by Frank
Academy
of
Arts
to
see
a
perform

this funny little cone shaped tassle
with his grandparents Mr and Mrs. may be contacted at any time when and as to the three lanterns, they
Died Suddenly in Camden, of mud with ten to a dozen cells
ance by Australian Troubadours, Berry. Mechanic street, recently
Vesper Hall.
not carrying on schools or engaged may symbolize the mystery of the then to their delightful home for rolled out of his driveway, crossed
she would pack the cells full or
Where He Had Been
YOUR CHILO'S coughing at night
Dinner guests Sunday at the home in field work.
Trinity . . . one God, cne light yet tea. They were both rich in the | the street and crashed into the
food for her young and then seal it
—caused by throat "tickle" or ir
Very Active
of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Monden
revealed as Father, Son and Holy hktory of the islands and my motor basement of a house owned by Harritation, mouth breathing, or a
over, mud being gathered from
were
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Eino
Heikkila
cold—can often be prevented by
Spirit. High In the spire is another trip completely around the Island of old Corthell . There was slight
SOUTH
HOPE
Alfred Farnham Sherman died the nearest puddle that Mrs. Wasp
and
son
Thomas,
and
Henry
Heik

rubbing thc throat and chest
Mr and Mrs. Arthur Sprowl of light shining out over land and sea Oahu with them was most inter damage to the foundation and to suddenly Nov 9, at hls home un could Und and it takes hundreds
kila of Norwood, Mass., Mr. and
with plenty of Vicks VapoRub at
the car.
,
Limerock street, Camden. He was of trips to make a single comb or
Mrs. Lauri Monden and son Laurl Appleton and Mr. and Mrs. Walter as though one said 'I am the Light esting.
bedtime.
Pearl Harbor at present ls closed
born in Scuth Thomaston. Dec. 16. cell. These mud-dauber wasps are
of Worcester, Mass., Mr. and Mrs. Sprowl and son cf Williamstown. of the world—he that followeth me
VAPORUB'S SWIFT poultice-andto the public but the Bests had WEST WASHINGTON
1881, son of Edward E and Sarali infinitely helpful to mankind for
vapor action loosens phlegm, re
Henry Walsanen and son Oswald Md., were visitors Sunday at the shall not walk in darkness'
Above
the
spire
flies
the
dove
as
a
passes
as
they
go
there
to
enter

lieves irritation, clears air pas
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Withee and A. Sherman The family moved to they <!«troy countless millions of
of Warren. Mr. and Mrs. William home of L. L. Mills.
weathervane—the dove of peace and tain the naval people, so I was privi three children of New Hampshire Rockiand. where, as a young man harmful insects and worms.
sages, tends to stop mouth breath
O'Jala, Helen and Vivian O'Jala
• • • •
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Taylor visi symbol of the Holy Spirit.
ing, and invites
leged to see much activity ln the have arrived at the home of Mrs. he learn-d tlie sailmaker's trade, at
and Raymond OJala.
ted the past week with relatives in
healing, restful
“Inside, the basilica form and way of preparedness going on. Lucia Wellman.
Nova Scotia is claimed to be the
which he was employed for several
Winntequam, N. H, also in Wal vaulted ceiling are Roman, but the Uncle Sam has much to do and is
sleep. Try it.
> VapoRub
Mr. and Mrs. William Smith and years. He came to Camden ln 1915. greatest coal producing province
Instead of using sachets exclu tham. Mass.
columns
speak
of
Oreece,
and
back
doing
it
so
our
“
Gibraltar
of
the
Wilford
Turner of Fryeburg passed and was proprietor of a shoe store in the Dominion of Canada.
sively, 6lip strips of perfumed white
• • • •
Allen Annis of Morris Plains, N. of that, of Egypt. Corinthian are Pacific" will very shortly be mar last weekend with Mr. and Mrs. and repair shop until thc time of
blotting paper into your handbag, J., visited his sister, Mrs. H. A.
the
capitate,
yet
the
details
are
velously
fortified.
From
my
hotel
his
death.
It
was
the
Danish philosopher
Oranville Turner.
SUN.-MON.-TUES.
coat cuff or dress pocket.
1 Hart tlie past week, also enjoyed copied from the pineapples and co- window at Waikiki Beach it was an
He was a member of the Baptist who said, “No man Is so tall that
Raymond Bowley of Kennebunk
several days’ hunting trip ln the oonut palm fronds of Hawaii. New endless line of government ships was recent guest of Mr. and Mrs. Church, a past master of Megunti he need never stretch, and none so
vicinity of Greenfield with rela England contributed the small day and night and the sky was Arnold Bartlett.
cook Grange, P of H., a past patron small that he need never stoop.”
• • • •
tives and friends.
paned round topped windows, the I fyied with various types of air- Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Marriner of Seaside Chapter, No 70. OES.
Sunday and Monday
A surprise birthday party was redwood pews are from California I crafts. Transports and steamships and son Vincent. Mrs. Albert Mar a past master of Amity Lodge, No
Whatever lt chances to hit,
recently given W. M. Lermond at and the lighting fixtures are old dally poured ln new recruits and I riner and son Harry of Searsmont 6, FA M„ a past High Priest of every British bomb that strikes on
THUNDERING
his home by hls daughter, Mrs. Italian sanctuary lamps. There are saw drilling of an amateur nature and Mrs. Catherine Wellman and Kdystone Chapter. No 24. R.A M , German ports or land or houses exDRAMA'^n 1 Agnes Crabtree of Camden. A ten
glass doors opening directly Into which afforded laughs. Schofltld daughter Celia were business call and a past commander of Camden plcdes with Its other damage, the
light repast was served and the eve- the garden, five on either side. Barracks is a city in itself.
ers Tuesday in Camden.
Commandery, No. 23, Knights Temp Nazi boast that the British have
j ning was pleasantly passed with They are the Ten Commandments.
(To be concluded)
Mrs. Mae Hibbert te caring for lar. Possessed of an excellent bari been driven out of the air by the
games and sociability. Mr. Ler Above the doors are 14 windows
tone voice, he was always active in Germans.
• • • 8
mond received fine gifts.
musical circles, being a member of
They are for the saints and heroes
V
starring
thc Kncx Ccunty Men's Chorus and
If Cuba is still holding that
of the faith.
< \
*
RICHARD
"In the chancel is the lecturn
the choir of the Methodist Church, 2.245 656 tons of suger she had
XOMIOUf
where he has been director for sev waiting for higher prices she bet
with the Bible on it, reminding is
,XYL
DIX
* with
Two Reckless
eral years. Of a kindly, helpful na ter lock out for new crops are on
of what we owe to the inspiration
KFNT TAYLOR
CAMDEN __
Hearts Against
ture he will be greatly missed by a the way.
of the past. There ts the pulpit—
EDMUND
LOWE
• • • •
the Mighty
wide circle of friends.
for the prophetic message looking
SATURDAY, NOV. 16
WENDY BARRH
Metropolis!
FULLER
He is survived by hls widow. Mrs.
toward the future: the communion
Did you realize that Hebrew lit
CASH NITE—( OME. COLLECT
Myrtle <5 Sherman: a daughter. erature stands highest among the
table, reminding us of the mystic
When Justice fellows the mur
Mrs. Robert C. Randall, of Skow literatures of antiquity?
presence of .the Christ who said,
• • • •
dered it’s—
hegan: a sister. Mrs. Milton W
•Lo, I am with you always.' High
Tuesday and Wednesday
Reed, of Belmont, Mass.; a grand
No matter how conscious one
“Trailing Double Trouble above all te the cross, the symbol
The brush that brings lustrous
daughter. Ethel E Randall; a may be of other faults, it's difficult
Ray Corrigan, Max Terhnne,
not of defeat but of victory and Its
John King
nephew. Kendall Reed, of Belmont. to get man or woman to admit that
inscription. Love never faileth."’
beauty to the hair. There is
also
Mass.; an uncle. Ansel Farnham of he or she lacks a sense of humor.
In these surroundings I met Rev.
no more welcome gift.
• • • e
Camden; an aunt, Mrs. Maurice
‘Chan at the Wax Museum’ John Dunstan. Sailing from Koko
GENE
Snow of Rockland; a step-daURhter.
Sidney Toler, John Valerie
Head and Diamond Head (extinct
It is said that skim milk, suffi
STRATTON
Delivered in Gift Boxes
Mrs Philip H. Nepbert of Portland: ciently cold, will whip. But who
volcanos) and entering Honolulu1
PORTER'S
“TERRY AND TIIE PIRATES
and several cousins.
Harbor
the
spire
of
this
church
is
wculd want it and for what?
No. 6
reedy for presentetion
• • • •
Funeral services were conducted
plainly visible towering high above
Monday afternoon from his home.
the
tropical
trees
and
reminding
me
Camera
hint
—When about to
Romance of the boy that waa YOU
SUN.-MON., NOV. 17-18
Rev. Weston P. Holman, pastor of have your picture taken be sure
of the spire on our own Congrega
SPECIAL AT
Conscription Days—Holders of
the MethodLst Church officiating to say "Scat!' That helps one look
tional Church in Camden. The fol
lurk.v number given two passes lowing Sunday I attended services
The bearers were John W Feltcn. natural. Then say the word, “Flip."
to theatre.
Harold Wilson. Capt. John Husby. That will give a good expression to
um casvw wuu cur rum
there, finding my way by the high
Edwin Dodge. Charles E King and your mouth and then say "Brush”
ttneensored version of American spire which is visible it seems from
ism vs. Nazism. Don't miss—
Alden Knight. Interment was l'i and that will help you to look dis
RADIO Pictun
all points of the city. It was family
LAST TIMES TODAY
Mountain cemetery.
»„h TIM HOLT • VIRGINIA GILMORE
day
and
the
edifice
was
filled
cer

tinguished. Now remember, first
•The Ramparts We Watch’ tainly with a mixed population. I
“NORTHWEST MOUNTED
IOAN CARROLL • SPRING BYINGTON
The beautiful floral tributes bore "Scat," then "Flip" then "Brush."
POLICE"
silent testimony to the love and
• • • 8
saw Japanese, Chinese, Filipinos.
COMING THURSDAY
TUES., NOV. lfteONLY
Continuous 2.00 to 10.45
Prompt service end delivery
esteem in which he was held.—
Jim:
Wouldn't
you like to be so
Portuguese.
Hawaiians
and
Ameri

On The Stage
Children's Matinee, 2 to 5—10c
Encyclopedia Night, Vol. 2-5
Camden Herald.
famous that you had your face on
cans worshipping together. A large
PoTlY JENKINS AND HER
through your Fuller Brush Deeler.
Laughs, fights, frolics—it's
a thousand-dollar bill?"
children's choir (also mixed nation
PLOWBOYS________
Bill: No. but I'd like to be lucky
Charlie Bowman while Alberta
alities)
high
above
the
altar
dressed
“
PUBLIC
DEB
NO.
1
”
TODAY
Swett is at heme due to blood enough to get my hand on one."
in red and white robes with red
George Murphy, Brenda Joyce
THREE MESQUITEERS
• • • •
poisoning in her finger.
hymnals was a beautiful contrast to
“OKLAHOMA RENEGADES"
Klystron is the new power tube
Mr. and Mrs. Elston MacFarland
the adult choir far below in black
Coming
Wednesday-Thursday
Phone 892
of North Orafton, Maa. were visi tliat poors forth energy waves
and white. As the processional came
93 LIMEROCK ST. ROCKLAND, ME. TEL 431-W
2.00, 6.30, 8 30
W eek Days,
tors Sunday at ftie home of friends which w.ll light bulbs without
“
Down
Argentine
Way
”
down the aisle, I was thrilled to see
3.00, 6.30, 8.30
Sundays,
wires. Think of that!
on Tlie Ridge,
Rev, Dunstan as I realized all were

Mrs. Best
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COUGHS

Alfred F. Sherman
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Bang! Bang! Bang!

He’s With Franklin D.

-

STEAMBOAT DAYS

-

An informal pictorial history of steam navigation ln Penobscot Waters,
by John M. Richardson

Syd Davis Takes Up
Cudgels For President
Though None Seems
Necessary

THE LYRIC MUSE

GUARDIANS OF OUR COAST

“Peggy” Gives Her Ver
sion of What Happened
On Armistice Day

Editor of The Courier-Gazette
Morning: Bang! Bang! Bang!
What our llghtkeepers and coast guardsmen are doing
The law is off pheasants today and
to protect coastwise shipping by day and by night.
men in cars, in trucks and on foot
The day's news from many lonely outposts along
are after them. Everywhere they
Maine’s waterfront.
are shooting. w
A woman in gingham dress takes i
her gun and walks out behind her
house where she has fed the birds '
for several years.
A big cock I
pheasant looks at her inquiringly.'
"Scram—you old fool!” she yells,
and fires at the ground behind him
He squawks and flies fcr the woods
wondering, no doubt, what ails his '
best friend all cf sf sudden.
And still the gunners bang away.
Noon: Over in Warren a grimfaced man reaches for his gun and
goes down the lane and with one
merciful shot kills the beautiful
| buck deer that has watched him all
Summer with friendly eyes. He
hates doing lt but now no one will
wound the beautiful creature and
I leave it to cry all night and die a
lingering death, as happened to his
mate last week.
Grindle Point Light, which was given to the town of Islesboro as a
Nightt They are going home.
memorial to the many sea captains who have sailed out of Gilkev’s Harbor. The gunners with bloody, dead
—Photo courtesy Emerson Sadler.
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Port Clyde, Nov. 11.
Editor of The Courier-Oazette;—
Publication Limited to Brief
Even though I'm not classed as a
Poems
of Original Composition
philosopher. I'd like to express a
By Subscribers
few of my views on the recent
election.
NATURE'S MOVIES
Now that it is over and the peo
(Far The Courler-Oazette]
ples choice ls President Roosevelt, I
Moving pictures at thelr best
trust we will hear less critlcim con
A fleck of gulls ln graceful flight.
The fisherman s dory through morn
cerning his spending our money. It
ing mist,
ls true that our national debt has
The mirrored ocean at high tide.
Oreen trees down to the water s edge,
Increased amazingly, nevertheless
A graeful yacht with widespread sails.
we are still doing business at the
A steady glow from the lighthouse
tower.
same old stand.
A sunset that defies description—
Yes, it is true that we have to
Technicolor?
Yes. by the Master
Artist.
pay taxes, but why worry at this
Harriette O. Trask
Oorham
stage of the game?
r
»
»»
Could Mr Roosevelt make the
banks sound, pay the soldiers'
SWEETHEART
bonus, pay for Social Security, make
[For The Courler-Oazette]
loans to banks for the purpose of
Our girlie la but three years old
Yet has a lover true and bold
paying depositors, build power dam,
He walls about each Winter day
clear slums, loan money for Federal
For her tj come outdoors to play.
projects, etc., without making the
Although we never aee him there
We knew he's close around somewhere
taxpayers pay the fiddler?
For when she comes Inside, dear miss.
No, a thousand times no. The
Her cheeks glow sweet with Jack
This is S. S. “Camden" of the Eastern's old Boston-Bangor division. She is now S. S. “Comet" of the Co
Frost's kiss.
average citizen likes all otf these
lonial Line, unchanged on the exterior except for grey body and yellow stacks. She runs daily year round
Allison M Watts
things,
saying
nothing
of
our
de

Jamaica,
Vt.
service opposite S. S. “Arrow" ex-“Belfast." Providence to New York. The line's third ship, S. S. “Meteor,"
revealed her sudden death. Mrs.
fense
program,
at
a
cost
of
21
bil

Ot
’
T
OF
THE
SEA
It
It
It
K
Portland Wednesday afternoon.
was the famous old “Chester W. Chapin."
Sterling attended her services Wed
(For The Courler-Oazette]
lion dollars. Yes. we like to have
Robert
T.
Sterling
Jr.,
called
Poet:
“
Why
can't
you use my
nesday.
however, was not lengthened; she one of our old Boston-Bangor liners, money flow through the different Out of the Sea. comes the silvery Wednesday at the station.
NO. 73
poetry?
Don't
I
put
enough fire
spray
Donald
R.
La
Croix
of
Port
Wil

"Once upon a time there was a had a new and larger house, and which in thelr old age have be channels, and then both men and Whirling on high to be blown away
Jack Robinson and Lloyd Jordan liams, eight years of age. was: into my verses?"
come “fast triple-screw luxury ex women who are prejudiced will By the winds that blow from the open
i
the
extra
weight
of
that,
making
man who had a saw, sat himself on
motored Monday to Boston on busi shown ln the tower here last Sat- i Editor: "To be frank, my good
sea
criticise our President for putting On this
the end of a limb and then sawed ■ her deeper in the water, may have press liners.".
restless Trail ln Paraaee
ness, returning Wednesday.
urday morning with a party of man, I would say that your trouble
Only two disappointments marred us ln debt and worrying about the Out of the sea. comes the sparkling
off the limb." Tliat man's initials ! cut down her speed. Her paddle
playmates.
In the afternoon Don lies in the fact that you apparent
R
T.
Sterling
enjoyed
some
of
,
wheels,
also,
were
changed
from
rathis
windmill-tilting
dream
trip;
part theyll have to play. It’s dis
hue
were unquestionably J.M.R. and
ald
was
strolling
in the Port with 1 ly don't put enough verses into
his
vacation
as
guest
of
A.
W
That
the
moon's
path
marks
across
the day the deed was done was , dial, to feathering, which, although the first, that contrary to sched gusting to me, to hear the comment
the blue
his
parents
Major
and Mrs. La your fire."
Hathorne
of
St.
Oeorge
and
with
Nov 9 1940
1 the latt*r are more efficient, are uled information the steamer out and abuse concerning Mr. Roose Uke a lane of ripples across the
Croix when suddenly he lost his
relatives in Medomak.
brine.
In this newspaper office, as in all heavier and so make more load to of New Ybrk Nov. 10 was the velt. When he took office he faced Spannng
the globe to the shadow line.
Morrill Peabody was on a motor balance and fell over the rocky I birds—a few deer and thelr hearts
others, there is an often substan- carrV No such change was made "Comet” ex "Camden," instead of a herculean task and in my esti Out of the Sea. on the darkest night
ride
last Saturday He entertained bank The little fellow was rushed proud and content:
tiated tradition that when one in the "Puller,” of course, as -liie the "Arrow," ex "Belfast" and sec mation did a very good job
Comes phosphorous gems of briny
And today is—Armistice Day.
to the Port Hospital where death
at the station Sunday afternoon.
light.
was
built
with
feathering
wheels."
ond,
that
when
I
reached
the
hur
I hear much criticism about sur In the whirls where restless currents
tries to correct an error, two oth
"Peggy”.
came
an
hour
later.
Much
sym.
Mrs
William
Newbert
of
ThomMr.
Covel
includes
a
comparative
ricane deck on inspection, prepara plus commodities and how many
flow
ers are invariably made. Never
; aston and son Philip, stationed ?athy is felt for the parents.
theless, here goes on the story of table which shows the “Fuller" tory to making my report to the came in before this last election With bright beams void of afterglow.
• • • •
Out of the Sea. comes living things— with the 240th at Port McKinley
the “Ransom B. Puller" which got greater in tonnage than either of 'vice president in charge of whistles, There is nothing said concerning Thelr
NORTH WARREN
downy breasts and feathery called on the Hilt family Monday ms LAST HOPE
off its course on the matter of when Ithe “Cities’' and approximately the I found to my dismay that the those who came to this town previ
wings
Willis Moody was home on a
It
had
been
a
bad
voyage
so
far,
’
evening.
the ski ip was remodelled with re- j same length be,ore being enlarged Colonial people had replaced the ous to our March town meeting Dip the cresta of passing waves
weekend
furlough from Port Mc
Uke
sentinels
o'er
watery
graves.
When
our
paper
came
in
last
tnd most of the passengers were
sultant error in tonnage and ad- jfrom the original listing of 277 feet beautiful whistle of the Camden by Many of the recipients of these
Kinley.
Out
of
the
Sea,
that
wlll
not
yield
Monday
morning
the
front
page
ill.
A
kind-hearted
steward
tried
Jective s regarding her appear- J
317 5. when her gross tonnage a shiny brass one of huge propor- products blame the President and Its unsolved mysteries still concealed
Mrs. Annie Mcody has been visi
ance
1 was raised to 2329 Hence she was tions. Of course I hung around say, "He sent them to obtain votes " In Its darkened archive- lar below. was a record of deaths and on the to cheer up one sufferer.
the ocean currents ebb and lips of may were the words "We're
"Don’t worn’- sir." he said, ting her daughter, Mrs. H. D. Post.
The steamer made her first ap- 'the larKest of the three at aU waiting for the warning blast, and This propaganda has been so widely- Whereflow.
hpre today—gone tomorrow.” Miss brightly: "seasickness never killed
Stanley Robinson shot a deer
Capt Walter Edgar Scott
pearance in this column Aug 19. times and wlth lhe exception of fearing the worst Sure enough my spread that many people really be
• • • •
Emily May Doughty, a relative of tnvor.e yet."
last Saturday.
1939 by virtue of having sub- the Bav State which is said to worst fears were realized, for its lieve it true. How narrow-minded
PORTLAND HEAD
I Mrs. R. T. Sterling, retired as usual
"Don't say that," pleaded the
Miss Athleen Rcbinson visited
stituted on the run during 1904 I have madea brace of trips here voice was just a tremendous up- and short-sighted we can allow our.
Armistice Day was quiet here.
j Sunday night. Failing to respond stricken passenger. “It's only the Sunday at Edgar Wiley's.
i
ln
freight
service,
the
largest
roar
without
the
beautiful
harfollowing the stranding of the “City
selves to be. if at all weak.
Willard R. Hilt and Morrill Pea to a knock on her chamber door hope of dying that's kept me alive
Wilbur Stratton is guest of rela
ofRockland."
The"picture then ' wooden sidewheeler ever
in local monizing tones of yesteryear. All
We have three Republican select
tives in Massachusetts.
I could think of was a plane ln a men in this town, and it's up to body attended the Civic Theatre in Mcnday morning, an investigation so far."
used waspresented
by aa local waters.
saw mill stutter-buzzing an oak them to accept or reject the com
steamboat authority with the as
Prom the pen of the jovial Bill plank. These rumbling, basso pro- modities that have been transport
sertion that she was the largest
wooden steamer ever in Rockland MacDougall of Middleboro, Mass., fundo whistles are great in the fog ed here. We also have Republicans
harbor. This was several years comes this comment regarding the but have no other auditory value. in power in our State Capitol.
They use a three-blast warning
ago when "Steamboat Days" was pictures of the ship, and he will
The fact that Washington is will
practically an undreamed dream find himself in complete accord instead of the customary one of ing to send surplus goods to our
and the business of collecting with the writer when he transposes the Eastern and fail to make their State doesn't signify that our au
pictures and information was in the adjectives of the Nov. 9 story, sailing as dramatic as did the great thorities should take advantage of
its infancy. Time passed and came which pre-supposed the Puller with white flyers. Several changes arc a good thing. All over this country
the "Puller's” turn in this column. the tall stack and stately mien apparent aboard, including many the State leaders seem to feel that
Verifying the assertion as to size I was the improved one. and that added staterooms in the formerly there's a grab-bag down ln Wasliunfortunately picked up a late the monstrosity with the hump- j spacious saloon deck area, a bar ingon, and believe lt or not. the Re
Register—and the fat was in the | backed hurricane deck must have and night club on the gallery saloon publicans have surely put thsir
J deck with a cafeteria in the space
fire. The only excuse is that the been the first attempt.
hands in. Even Aff Landon was one
Here's Bill, and we quote—
between the stacks and the engine
life of the manager-advertising
of the first Governors to ask Mr
"In your Nov. 9 issue you showed room shaft. A majority of the
man of a country newspaper is very
Roosevelt for a loan of $500000
a
picture
of
the
“
Puller"
and
said
stateroooms
now
have
all
modern
busy—and it is for that reason
Don't forget, please, that Mr. Lan
that corrections and suggestions that was how she appeared after J faculties with comfortable beds re- don ran for President on the Re
being rebuilt. This statement is ■ placing the berths. Nevertheless
are especially welcome.
publican ticket in '36 People who
undoubtedly wrong. I recall vivid- the interior lacks that spic and
preach economy should practice
Prom Wm. King Covel, recog{be frequent visits I made to her span perfection. The main deck
what they preach. If our officials
nized authority of marine matters ' *'ben she was on the Bangor run remains unchanged except for a
would try to set an example and get
from Newport. R. I., comes this in 1904 I was at the wharf on al- very popular bar which has re
hlghly interesting comment anent j most every down trip and examined placed one of the dining saloon as little from Washington as is
possible we would have more na
the boat in question, and says in her thoroughly. I later made a few ; entrances and the introduction of
trips in her after she was rebuilt many well patronized games of skill tional unity, and lt wouldn't be long
part;
before the average citizen would
“It seems that the ‘'Puller” was and was on the Boston to Portland along all available wall spaces. The
begin
to show real pride
not lengthened until 1910, so she run. I am absolutely sure that ; dining saloon itself has been Jazzed
I believe ln earning my own llvcertainly was not in that state in the picture you showed in your up with color and sound in place
1904. And she certainly was not Saturday is the original "Fuller." I of the gleaming gold and white lng as 1 have done for the past 33
then “much larger" than the “City have noticed that in a previous and the heavy silver service of the years U 1 were Uke some peopie
to'ra rd uke W share ot tnu'
issue you claimed that she was Easterns regime. But, the boat
of Rockland."
She was built to run to Bath, not a very attractive boat in her was thronged and everybody was p us c°rnmo<iities and then flnd
fault with the powers ln Washlngand was lengthened only after be original form but after she was happy, so what the heck.
The Harvard band to the num ton. If I’d ever taken any I wouldn't
ing assigned to the Portland-Bos rebuilt she was a “Thing of
ton line. On that shorter route, beauty and a joy forever.” I hate ber of 45 were aboard and shortly worry about the Federal tax which
speed didn't count, but space for to disagree with a good scout like were persuaded to pack in the gal- may be imposed It's the person
freight and passengers did; hence you but I believe that if you will lery saloon stair case and environs who tries to be self-supporting who
her enlargement. She is said to compare the two pictures you will and give a concert. The boys didn't should do the worrying.
Like Senator Borah, Republican,
have been very slow after the admit that in her later dress she take their lack of victory in the
change, and that, together with the is no beauty. As rebuilt she re Penn game very seriously, for they of Idaho, now deceased, I believe in
disappearance of travel on the sembled somewhat the rebuilt were in high spirits and how they many of Mr. Roosevelt's policies. At
could play. Shortly everyone aboard least he has tried to help us, and
short run between Boston and "Bay State."
I was glad you could use the except the pilot house and engine after all that is worth something.
Portland, is the probable reason
Some people ask. "What has he
for her being sold. In New York, Ruth. The steamer at the dock room crews must have been there,
HIS is just between you and us and
They step up mileage as much as 10% or
she was a failure as an excursion with her ought to look familiar to including the handsome, distin done? They say, “There's no more
work
now
than
when
he
took
office
"
guished figure of Captain Norman
this newspaper, so we can be both frank
boat, for two reasons; being a you. It is the “Norumbega."
15%, wing you down the road at 50 on a
e e e. e
Strickland, formerly master of the It’s strange how forgetful some of
night boat, with many staterooms,
and
honest.
30-mile
fuel diet.
she had little open deck space; and
Returning to his role of vice huge Pall River liner Common us are. Do you remember around
wealth,
of
wham
more
will
be
said
1931
when
hundreds
of
men.
includ

also she was tiresomely slow. That president in charge of whistles,
Don’t you really buy a car for what it
ing college graduates, were being fed
may explain why, after a few W. J. B. adds that the unfortunate anon.
They even make driving easier, since they
Mechanically the ship was in in a church in the Southend in Bos
runs in one season only, she was "Puller" did possess a beautiful
can do?
apple
pie
order
and
her
exterior
ton?
If
this
is
still
going
on
I
fail
give so much reserve power that you’ll have
laid up.
chime whistle of deep, musical tone.
• • • •
very well kept up indeed. Grey to hear or read anything about it.
“So far as being slow after re
Doesn’t the big kick come from being first
less need for shifting gears, whether it’s to
Your Steamboat Editor spent and white have replaced the all ' I was ln Springfield, Mass., for a
building, the same is said to be
off
the
mark
and
winging
up
hills
as
though
the
most
hectic
and
certainly
the
j
white
of
the
Camden's
early
years
few
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The
day
top
a hill or pick up quickly in slow-moving
true of the "Bay State.” She
was built by the same shipbuilder, most thoroughly enjoyable holiday and her stacks are now floodlighted before Christmas I went to the
they weren’t there?
traffic.
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(and also her sister ship, the
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The “Bay State,” and, glory-be, riding once more| house flag of the Eastern .
my pocket I felt that it would be
We’re not saying style and oomfort and size
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don’t count. We wouldn’t have worked out
desired.
However,
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so
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that’s up to its job.
much
buying
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it
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almost
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A tentative (schedule of basket
“mass-stream” styling, BuiCoil Springing
High School Notes
Impossible to get service. Does this
were: Walter Puller, Robert Pease, ball is here given:
Students not absent a day for the Royce Miller, Raymond Gushee,
and Buick’s new roomi
signify that people had money to
But here’s the interesting thing the new
Nov 16. Liberty at home.
first quarter are: Leatrice Cun Pauline Johnson, Mary Miller,
spend? If so, where did they get it
ness if they didn’t.
Buick proves: With enough power, you can
Nov. 22, Rockport at home.
ningham. Thelma Linscott, Jennie Grace Grinnell. Between the plays
if there's no business as we are
BUICK prices
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Dec.
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told
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But
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begin at
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Dec 6. Erskine at home.
too!
Griffin, Mabel Robbins, Damon Worthing of Liberty on the piano
power.
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business
seemed
these
and
pace-setter
Dec. 11, Liberty at home.
Gushee, Howard Sukeforth, Carolyn accordion and Rev. Mr. Clark of
good.
Dec. 13, Waldoboro at Waldoboro.
performance too—
Hart, Carleton Wetheral, Effie Hill,
Our Fireball design and Compound Car
Factories were running, nev
Jan. 3, Union at Union.
Walter Puller, Kenneth Hustus,
homes were being built and every
hadn’t you better at least
buretion let us use a standard high gear that
Jan. 8. Clinton at home.
“Junior" Robbins, Pauilne Johnson,
one seemed contented However, In
for the
Jan. 10, South Bristol at home.
drive a Buick to find out
Alex Keene.
has the same economical result as so-called
the eyes of many, Mr. Roosevelt
VINALHAVEN
Jan. 11, Friendship at home.
Business
Coupe
Students who have attained the
gets no credit for any of this.
gas-saving devices.
about it?
Jan. 15, Clinton at Clinton.
A honor roll which requires four
& ROCKLAND
You can have Mr. Hoover of high
delivered at Flint,
Jan. 17, Erskine at Erskine.
A's, are:
tariff fame, Mr. Willkie of power
STEAMBOAT CO.
Jan. 22, Wiscasset at home.
Mich. State tax, op
Effie Hill, Pauline Johnson, Royce
trust fame, but I’ll string along with
ROCKLAND, ME.
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tional equipment and
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the
power
trust
buster,
Just
Jan. 29, Wiscasset at Wiscasset.
Those who have attained the B Service io:
the same. The fact that he was
accessories — extra.
Jan. 31, Waldoboro at home.
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willing to try something whether it
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Prices subject to
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at
home.
two B's, are:
was ideal or not, is very gratifying
Island and Frenchboro
Feb. 14, South Bristol at South
change without
Helen Aldus, Lawrence Pease,
to me, and should be to every loyal
Bristol.
Jennie Edgecomb, Walter Fuller,
WINTER SERVICE
citizen of this Nation.
notice.
Gertrude Wentworth, Mildred Grif
Subject to change without notice,
OF OENERAL MOTORS VALUE
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FREE
COOKING
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fin, Carleton Wetheral, Raymond
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
Free schools of electric cookery who are able to work, should stand
Gushee, Carolyn Hart, Thelma
will
be conducted next Tuesday on their own feet. To get all you
A.
M.
P.
M.
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Ar.
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sented recently a contest of three
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was entitled "School's Out at Tatcr
119-tf
charge. Miss June Freeman will be COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
Holler;” Washington play, "Mrs.
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